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People like you
are
thousands of students
like Michael
Michael Crafts graduated first in his Lisbon Falls
high school class and earned a perfect score on his math

entrance exam. He could have attended nearly any
college, but thanks to theJ. Larcom Ober Presidential
Scholarship, he chose to become a mechanical engineer
at The University of Maine.
The generosity of donors like J. Larcom Ober ’13

enables thousands of aspiring students to achieve

their potential each year. To learn

more about endowing
the future for

promising Maine
students like Michael Crafts ’96,

please contact Amos Orcutt
or Win Brown at the
University of Maine Foundation.

Endowing Opportunity

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE FOUNDATION

Since 1934
Endowments • Bequests • Life Income Trusts • Annuities
99 Franklin Street, Suite 301, Bangor, Maine 04401 or call 1-800-982-8503 or 207-947-5100
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Sawyer Environmental Research Center, University of Maine

Supporting the academic
and athletic environments of the
University of Maine.

Sawyer Environmental Services
Maine's partner in waste management
for a promising future.
1 Freedom Park, Bangor, Maine 04401-5746 • (207) 848-7551 • 1-800-639-6205
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EDITOR'S NOTEBOOK

Forever,
Maine's
Number 1
Alum
For over 80 of his 103

years, Raymond

Fogler, Class of 1915,

was a source of
support, leadership,
and inspiration for the

University of Maine.
t will be very strange when reunion
comes around this June and there
is no Ray Fogler to get up and take
a bow for his beloved Class of 1915.
Ray missed just two UMaine re
unions m a span of 80 years His depend
able attendance, in fact, became part of
the reunion tradition. You could hear
members of returning classes enthusias
tically utter, "There's Ray Fogler " Many
would ask to have their picture taken
with him. Part of returning for reunion
was seeing Ray. And he always had a
handshake and a big smile for everyone.
His presence at reunions and other
UMaine functions provided the rest of
us with a connection to our past—a sense
of our university's history. After all, Ray
Fogler's association with the university,
starting with his freshman year in 1911
and ending with his death in January,
covered two-thirds of the institution's
129-year existence And just think of the

I
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changes he observed in nearly 85 years
It can be put in perspective by contem
plating a simple fact When Ray was a
student, Civil War veterans still occasion
ally came to speak on campus
But Ray Fogler's presence did more
than just connect us with our past. He
became a symbol to all alumni of the im
portance of loyalty and support to one's
alma mater
Certainlv no one has done more for
or has had a stronger connection to the
University of Maine He began raising
funds for the institution shortly after
graduation, beginning with the cam
paign for the Alumni Gymnasium and
followed by just about every major fund
drive after that, including the one for the
library which bears his name.
"He was tremendously generous to,
and interested in, the University of
Maine," UMaine President Fred Hutch
inson ’53 said after hearing of Ray's
*

death "His support, enthusiasm, and
generosity left an indelible mark on the
university's character and quality "
What it all amounted to was a mu
tual love affair "He loved the Universi
ty of Maine, and we loved him," Hutch
inson said
And that close relationship with
UMaine became deeply rooted in the Fo
gler family Alumni Association Presi
dent Max Burry *57 estimates that more
than 80 Foglers have graduated from the
University of Maine
In addition to his generous support,
Ray also provided great leadership to the
university He served as president of the
board of trustees, was a founder of the
UMaine Foundation and the Senior
Alumni Association, headed a search for
a new UMaine president, and was a
*

The portrait of Raymond Fogler on this
page was painted in 1955 by Joseph Kahili.

Travel by Coach
former president of the UMaine General
Alumni Association.
In recognition of that leadership and
service, he was awarded three honorary
degrees, the Alumni Service Emblem
Award, and the Alumni Career Award
Ray was so much a part of UMaine,
that we sometimes forget what a tremen
dously successful career he had outside
his home state.
That career started out humbly
enough, stocking shelves for W T. Grant
at $20 a week. But Ray's hard work and
leadership ability soon catapulted him
to the top of the executive ladder. After
serving as personnel director for Grant's,
he was asked in 1932 to take over retail
operations at the mail-order giant Mont
gomery Ward. Not only did he make the
retailing business profitable, he em
barked upon a massive expansion that
made Montgomery Ward one of the na
tion's largest retailers.
When the company's president re
tired, Fogler was appointed to take his
place. He was in that position for only a
short time when W.T. Grant asked him
to return as that company's president.
By the time of his retirement from
Grant's, Ray was overseeing an opera
tion of more than 500 stores.
That retirement was short-lived.
Late in 1952, Ray was summoned to
Washington, D.C., to serve in the new
Eisenhower Administration as assistant
secretary of the Navy Before leaving that
post in 1957, he was awarded the Dis
tinguished Public Service Award.
In his latter years, Ray devoted
much of his time to his family. And what
a family it is—seven children, 39 grand
children, and literally scores of great
grandchildren
But for most of us it will be Ray's
devotion to UMaine that we will remem
ber—devotion, the likes of which we
probably won't ever see again.
Ultimately, Ray Fogler's good, long
life set an example for all of us—hard
work, honesty, generosity, trust, humor,
and, most especially, loyalty to those
people and institutions helped to make
us who we are.
J ini Frick
>

CYR BUS LINE
Motorcoach & school bus charters
for school and athletic groups,
senior citizens, or private outings.

TOURS
Deluxe escorted motorcoach tours and day trips to
destinations throughout the U.S. and Canada.

P.O. Box 368 • 160 Gilman Falls Ave. • Old Town, Maine 04468
Charters 827-2335 • Tours 827-2010 or 1-800-244-2335

OCHEVY TRUCK

The Tall Timber Classic at Sugarloaf/USA
March 18-25, 1996
COME SEE
TOMMY MOE
PICABO STREET
HILARY LINDH
and the rest of
the 1990
O.S.SKI TEAM!

SEE SPEEDS
APPROACHING
90 MPH AT THE
ONLY MOUNTAIN
IN THE EAST
BIG ENOUGH TO
HOLD THIS EVENT!

•
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CAMPUS
In Brief

Engineering
student earns
first graduate
degree via ITV

UMaine to host
national track and
field event
in 1998
The United States Track and
Field Masters National
Championship meet will be
held at the University of
Maine in the summer of 1998
UMaine was chosen over con
sortiums from Knoxville and
Gainesville at the USA Track
and Field Convention in At
lanta.
Maine was competing
against the University of Ten Congratulating Kathleen Maguire, the first graduate student to
nessee and the University of earn a degree via ITV, are engineering professor Dana Humphrey
(left) and College of Engineering dean John Alexander (right).
Florida. Both of those schools
had strong statewide backing
and had previously hosted than $1 5 million into the lo Maine leading toceititication
numerous national collegiate cal economy
in severe disabilities available
and open championships
statewide Courses are now
Still, the Maine group defeat
being offered through a com
ed the Knoxville group by a
of delivery options—
UMaine expands bination
two-to-one margin, with
including the Education Net
Gainesville placing a distant special ed options
work of Maine, video confer
third
ences, and weekend and sum
The Maine bid was pre The College of Education has mer classes at UMaine—to
sented by a group represent initiated a three-year project provide year-round study
ing UMaine, Maine USA to address the state's continu opportunities tor practicing
Track and Field, the Bangor ing shortage of fully trained teachers and others seeking
area, and the state
and certified teachers of stu specialized training
"It appeared to us that dents with severe disabilities
The grant boosts the af
the voting delegates recog A $91,500 grant from the U S
fordability as well as the ac
nized the uniqueness of our 1 Department of Education will cessibility of the graduate
state, its sheer natural beau . enable the college to increase program by funding full- to
ty, and the quality of the visi access to graduate-level part-time tuition for 30 stu
tor experience," says Tom Ea coursework, particularly in dents over the three-year pe
sier of Maine USA Track and the more rural regions of the riod
Field.
state, and provide tuition sti
The College of Education
With well over 1,500 pends for qualified appli- began using interactive tele
competitors, the economic I cants.
vision to provide greater ac
impact on the Bangor area is
The project—Training cess to graduate-level special
expected to be considerable. Educators of Excellence for education courses last year
The four-day event, which Maine's Students with Severe
More information about
will draw competitors age 30 Disabilities—will make the the project is available by call
and older, could infuse more only graduate program in ing 581-4061

6 Maine

At December's commence
ment Kathleen Maguire, of
Gorham, became the first per
son to earn a University of
Maine graduate degree via
ITV Her achievement caps
four long years of long-dis
tance courses taken from the
UMaine civ 11 engineering de
partment
Maguire is a geotechnical
engineer who evaluates the
ability of the soil to support
structures such as buildings,
landfills, dams, and bridges
She received her undergrad
uate degree in civil engineer
ing from UMaine in 1986, and
shortly thereafter moved to
Portland to woik
"It was important for me
to continue my education,"
she says, "but my job prevent
ed me from going back to
Orono"
|
In 1991, she successfully
completed her professional
engineer's registration and
then decided to pursue her
master's degree

Hutchinson
named to Kellogg
Commission
I

UMaine President Fred Hut
chinson *53 wrill be one of 22
heads of institutions of high
er learning to serve on a com
mission to identify changes
occurring at public universi

ties and encourage reforms
necessary for the future.
Members of the Kellogg
Commission on the Future of
the State and Land-Grant
Universities were selected
from among the 189 institu
tions that belong to the Na
tional Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges
The most important tasks
for the Kellogg Commis
sion—named for the W K
Kellogg Foundation, which is
providing a $1.2 million grant
to put it in place—are to ana
lyze the reform necessary,
suggest ways to bring it
about, and monitor progress

UMS campuses
asked to cut costs
The University of Maine
Board of Trustees is asking all
of its campuses to cut their
budgets.
Board chair Sally Vamvakias '63 notified all seven
presidents in the UMaine Sys
tem that they must cut costs
by 2 percent The $4.6 million
in savings will be used to
fund future salary increases,
maintain buildings, and ex
pand programs
"If you are a quality in
stitution, you take care of
your people, you take care of
your facilities, and you try to
expand your programs....the
only way we are going to be
able to do the things we want
to do is to find the money in
ternally," Vamvakias said.
She explained that the
additional money was need
ed to compensate university
personnel after the system en
dured lengthy, and some
times rancorous, contract ne-

UMaine civil and mechanical engineering and construction management students built a
300-pound toboggan this winter for competition in the Great Northern Concrete Toboggan
Race in Winnipeg, Manitoba. The students created their concrete, fiberglass, metal, and
wood toboggan in the concrete lab in the basement of Boardman Hall.

gotiations throughout the
past year. She feels that im
proved compensation for em
ployees will lead to higher
morale
At the University of
Maine, President Fred Hutch
inson '53 had already begun
to trim the budget, months
before Vamvakias' announce
ment. Back in August, he an
nounced an across the board
1 7 reduction in the UMaine
budget The savings will be
set aside for possible future
salary increases
Judith Bailey, vice presi
dent of academic affairs, is co
ordinating the budget reduc
tions. She noted that addition
al cuts are needed to meet
Vamvakias' 2 percent goals.
The additional savings will go
to enhance programs and to
fund facilities.

Judith Bailey
appointed to
academic vice
president post
The University of Maine Sys
tem Board of Trustees has ap
proved Judith I Bailey to take
over as UMaine's vice presi
dent of academic affairs for a
two-and-one-half-year term,
which commenced on Janu
ary 1,1996
Bailey, who came to
UMaine in 1988 as assistant
vice president and director of
cooperative extension, served
as vice president for research
and public service from July
1, 1992, to July 1, 1995, when
she was appointed interim
vice president for academic
affairs.

"Judith Bailey is a prov
en leader who has earned the
respect of members of our
many diverse constituencies
as well as her colleagues
around the country," Presi
dent Hutchinson ’53 said
Bailey, who has worked
closely with Hutchinson dur
ing his tenure as president,
will be eligible to apply for
the position on a permanent
basis when a national search
is conducted at the conclusion
of this term.
"I see this as a real oppor
tunity to work effectively
with the university communi
ty," Bailey said after the ap
pointment. "I look forward to
my involvement with stu
dents and faculty as we move
forward in our commitment
to academic excellence "
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CAMPUS
Research and Innovation

On the trail of a
new anti-malaria
drug
■

stitute in cooperation with
women of the lobster indus
try
To take the lobster quiz,
get new recipes, or find out
about the activ lties of the in
stitute, Internet users can use
http//www7 lobster um
maine edu/lobster
*

I

University of Maine chemists
have modified a traditional
Chinese folk remedy to create
a compound with promising
anti-malarial properties The
U.S. Armv has shown an interest in the drug because ex
isting treatments are losing
their effectiveness, says
Michael Bentley, chair of the
UMaine department of chem
istry
"The Army needs to pro
tect its personnel in the trop
ics," says Bentley "The organ
ism which causes malaria is
becoming resistant to the
most commonly used drugs,
and we need new weapons in
this war It's extremely impor
tant that we find new antimalaria drugs "
Malaria killed thousands
of U S soldiers in World War
II and still kills more than 1
million people worldwide
every year Mosquitoes capa
ble of carrying the organisms
which cause malaria are still
in the U S
Beginning in 1991, Bent
ley and two graduate stu
dents, Pnyantha Sugathapala
and Bong Youl Chung, ana
lyzed the chemical structure
of the Chinese plant Qinq
Hao Su and were able to attach it to another molecule
The resulting compound is
being put through a series of
tests at the Walter Reed Insti
tute of Research in Washing
ton, D.C.
"We're a long way from

8 Maine

|

Researchers
studying Maine
urchin harvest

I

Department of chemistry chair, Michael Bentley with a molecular
model of artemisinin.

University of Maine research
ers who monitor the rise and
tall of sea urchins are suggest
ing that once-abundant pop
proving the benefits of this veterinary, and aquatic sci ulations may be the result of
compound," Bentley cau ences, the page expands the an unintentional biological
tions "It has been shown to institute's reach to anyone experiment Robert Steneck,
be effective in tests with cell w ith a computer and access to professor of oceanography,
cultures and mice The next the Internet
says that the removal of
steps are tests with monkeys
"We are an information groundfish from coastal wa
and eventually people "
clearinghouse for research ters maj have allowed ur
and education related to lob chins to spread unchallenged
sters This is a natural exten ov er the sea floor
sion of what we do," says
Nevertheless, the crea
Lobsters on the
Bayer
j tures w hich Steneck describes
Internet
Already posted in the li as craw'ling pm cushions ma)
brary
on the new page are the not make a quick recovery
*i
■
institute's
information- from the past eight years of
Lobsters are clawing their packed newsletters going intense harvesting
w'ay onto the Internet wnth back to 1987 A publication on
Steneck has studied ma
recipes, industry news, and lobster health describes what rine ecology since the mid•
I
advice for people in the lob lobster pound owners should 1970s At seven sites in the
ster business The Lobster In know about recognizing and i Gulf of Maine, he and tw7o
stitute, located at the Univer treating diseases that can graduate students in ocean
I sity of Maine, has debuted a cause severe economic losses
ography, Stephanie Zimsen
World Wide Web home page
For people who want to and Douglas McNaught, have
complete with little-known expand their culinary skills monitored urchin popula
facts about the life of Ameri with items such as lobster j tions as well as other marine
ca's favorite crustacean
crepes or lobster bisque, the organisms such as lobster and
According to Robert Bay recipes were selected from a
kelp
er, institute director and cookbook titled A Lobster in
"Historically, sea urchin
UMaine professor of animal, Eveiy Pot, produced by the m- stocks were probably con

trolled by large predatory
fishes," Steneck says. "In the
Caribbean, it was the trigger
fish. In the Gulf of Maine, it
was the codfish and the wolf
fish However, these and oth
er large predators have been
removed from coastal set
tings. So sea urchins became
hyperabundant "
Maine's urchin harvest
almost doubled every year
between 1987 and 1994 but
dropped slightly in 1995, ac
cording to the Maine Depart
ment of Marine Resources
The 1994 harvest was worth
an estimated $32.8 million.
Exploding urchin popu
lations have also had conse
quences for coastal ecosys
tems As urchins became
abundant, Steneck explains,
they consumed large quanti
ties of kelp and other sea
weeds. Where urchins have
been eliminated, whether by
disease, which has happened
in the Caribbean and Nova
Scotia, or by harvesting, kelp
and other seaweeds have dra
matically increased.
Studies in Maine and
other parts of the world con
firm that kelp forests support
a diverse web of marine crea
tures from worms to lobsters.
Ironically, the blossom
ing kelp may not help the ur
chins recover from human
harvesting "Although kelp is
a preferred food for urchins,
a number of studies have
shown that the larval sea ur
chins have difficulty in estab
lishing themselves in kelp
beds," Steneck says.
Possible solutions to the
negative impact of kelp on ur
chins would include con
trolled kelp harvesting or the
establishment of reserves
where urchin harvesting is

not allowed. Such areas
would, in effect, be urchin
nurseries.

Wastewater
irrigation systems
have minimal
impact on
groundwater

storms, or when the air tem
perature falls below freezing.
There are 22 such systems in
Maine, about two-thirds of
which are owned by industri
al facilities. Three additional
systems are being built in the
state
Anderson worked for the
Maine consulting firm of
Woodard and Curran during
her graduate studies and cur
rently lives in Rhinelander,
• .

• *

Spraying treated
municipal waste
water over careful
ly prepared forest
ed areas can have a
minimal impact on
groundwater and
help reduce nutri
ent enrichment of
surface waters, ac
cording to a recent
report from the
University
of
Maine Water Re
search Institute
Associate professor Mohamad Musavi
The study was con
ducted in Green
ville, Dexter, and the Sugar Wisconsin.
loaf Ski Area of Maine.
The report is available for
Cathy Anderson com the cost of photocopying and
pleted the project for her mas postage from the Water Re
ter's degree. She worked with search Institute, 5761 Sawyer
Willem Brutsaert, UMaine Building, University of
professor of civil and environ Maine, Orono, ME 04469mental engineering, and re 5761.
search assistant John Birkhalter. Her report evaluates the
design and performance of
forest spray irrigation sys Private sector gets
tems and suggests steps for
help from
improvement.
A forest spray system UMaine students
uses a network of sprinklers
to distribute wastewater after
primary or secondary treat University of Maine research
ment. Maine regulations pro ers are using technology that
hibit spray applications on
teaches machines to think like
frozen soil, during rain humans to help State of

Maine businesses.
S.D. Warren in Skowhe
gan and the Jackson Labora
tory in Bar Harbor are work
ing with a UMaine professor
and his students to improve
production efficiency.
The graduate and under
graduate students are work
ing with a technology called
artificial neural networks.
"The whole idea of an ar
tificial neural network is to
give machines a humanlike
type of intelligence," said Mo
hamad Musavi, an associate
professor of electrical and
computer engineering.
Consisting of sensors,
communication links, com
puting elements, and learning
software, the neural network
system stems from past re
search on the brain and ner
vous systems in humans and
other animals.
"Your brain sees certain
objects and information from
the past and the present and
makes a decision. This neural
network is supposed to be
have more like your brain,"
said Musavi.
For S.D. Warren, stu
dents are trying to use "smart
technology" to predict the
quality of wood pulp.
"By applying artificial
neural networks to manufac
turing, we can reduce energy
consumption, reduce waste
generation, and increase pro
duction rate while increasing
quality and giving the em
ployees better control over
the process," said Musavi.
The Jackson Lab project
involves neural networks'
ability to recognize and clas
sify visual patterns. A pro
gram looks at and classifies
chromosomes according to
their types.
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A highly qualified and optimistic Terrence MacTaggart takes over a

University of Maine System with severe funding woes and growing
questions about his own office's efficacy and purpose.

s the sixth chancellor of the
University of Maine System,
Terrence J MacTaggart as
sumes the post at a critical
time A commission, formed by
islature in the wake of former Chancel
lor J Michael Orenduff's resignation, is
reviewing the way the university system
is run
Financial challenges will also vex
the new chancellor After consecutive
years of budget cuts, Governor Angus
King has clearly indicated there will be |
no spending increases for higher educa
tion in the state in the near future Sally
Vamvakias ’63, chairwoman of the uni
versity's board of trustees, said the big
challenge facing the new chancellor will
be "living with unpredictable financial
resources ”
i
Vamvakias said she is confident
MacTaggart will help the school in its |
constant struggle to mamtain the equi
librium between tuition and state appro
priation
While universities nationwide are
facing tough economic situations, Mac
Taggart believes it is time for these insti
tutions, including Maine's seven-cam
pus public university system, to move
ahead
"Let's not concentrate on whining
about it," he said Rather, the system
should focus on how best to use the re
sources it does have
To bring about positive change in

A

10 Maine

the state's university system, MacTag between the system's seven campuses
gart said he will work closely with leg and the chancellor's office While acislators, businesspeople, educators, and know’ledging that the central office in
students to find out how to better meet Bangor should face some scrutiny, Mac
the
 of the state
the Leg
needs
Taggart said it is w ise for the state's sev
MacTaggart stresses that he cannot en university campuses to be organized
bring about this change in attitude alone into a somew-hat centralized system
and that he is counting on the system's
Technology is MacTaggart's final
university presidents to provide positive focus He said it is time for the system to
leadership on their campuses
think beyond the controversial Educa
"Successful systems have good pres tion Network ot Maine to discuss other
idents and they 're not branch manag technologies that can be used to make
ers," he said
higher education more accessible to the
MacTaggart said he would focus on state's population MacTaggart won big
four areas as he begins his tenure in points wnth the trustees and faculty of
Maine The first is to set priorities w’hich the University of Maine System when he
include ensuring that the state's univer told them that he'd limit the use ot the
sities offer a first-rate undergraduate interactive television system. It was con
education w'hile also undertaking re troversy over the Education Network of
search which is relevant to the needs of Maine that had been the dowmfall of
the state MacTaggart stressed that the Orenduff While MacTaggart acknowl
process of setting priorities must include edged that interactive television has its
a candid discussion of w'hat things the I place in a university, he stressed that it
university system should no longer be shouldn't be used as a substitute for
doing
classroom teaching
He also hopes to strengthen the sys
Last year, Orenduff raised the ire of
tem's relationships with other education UMaine faculty members w'hen he pro
al institutions in the state, including its posed an "electronic campus" that
technical college system and elementa I would seek accreditation to award its
ry and secondary schools. He said he had | own degrees.
already talked with John Fitzsimmons,
MacTaggart's four themes are ech
president of the Maine Technical College oed in a recently released book of w'hich
System, about sharing administrative he was the lead author and editor In
functions
Restructuring Highei Education, MacTag
In a similar vein, MacTaggart's third gart stresses that much of the responsi
objective is to examine the relationship bility for improving the fate of the Unit-

ed States lies with public universities and
colleges.
"If they are well led and managed,
if the taxpayers have faith in their value
and are willing to support them, if the
combination of tuition and financial aid
is sufficient to allow very large numbers
of students to profit from them, our col
lective future may be very bright," he
wrote.
"If changing the structure by which
public higher education achieves its
goals results in improvements—say, low
er costs or still greater responsiveness to
societal need or more harmonious and
effective interactions among interests
within higher education—the future
may be brighter still."
Despite this optimistic outlook,
MacTaggart warns that if universities do
not undertake to improve themselves,
legislatures and other governmental en
tities will step in with increased regula
tion.
According to trustees and others
active on the search committee, MacTag
gart provides a good fit to the Universi
ty of Maine System. For one thing, he has
extensive experience with a university
system. The Minnesota system, where he
was chancellor for five years, has 60,000
students, roughly double the University
of Maine System's 31,000. In addition to
his experience in Minnesota, he was
chancellor (equivalent to president) of
the University of Wisconsin-Superior
campus, and an administrator and teach
er at Metropolitan State University, St.
Paul. He also served at Saint Cloud State
University, Minnesota; Webster Univer
sity, St. Louis; and the University of Alas
ka, Fairbanks.
Throughout his administrative ca
reer, MacTaggart has continued to teach.
In Minnesota he also held the title of pro
fessor of English. His academic special
ty is 18th-century British literature, with
a doctorate from St. Louis University.
Although MacTaggart has officially
assumed his duties, he will not be on the
job full-time until May 1. Currently, he
is completing a Fulbright Scholar fellow
ship in Thailand.
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Do We
Need a
Chancellor?
i

The UMaine student
government calls for an

[

extensive examination of

the efficiency and
effectiveness of the

UMaine System.

A

recommendation to consider do
ing away with the chancellorship

Leaders of the UMaine student senate, left to right: vice president Chris Bragdon '96,
president Ben Meiklejohn '96, off-campus board vice president Mary Huotari '96, and
vice president Dave Gagne '96.

highlighted a resolution unanimously
passed by the University of Maine Gen
The first recommendation, to "con al affairs office was created by previous
eral Student Senate December 12,1995
sider abolishing the role of the chancel chancellor J Michael Orenduff just last
The list of nine recommendations lor as an academic leader and policy year at a cost of $100,000-plus in salaries
was forwarded to the Commission on maker," proposes that the chancellor be The recommendations call for elimina
Higher Education Governance, which replaced by a controller responsible for tion of this office because of existing cam
was created by the Legislature to review i the distribution of system funds This pus offices
the state's public higher education sys was a mov e endorsed in a bill introduced
The students also suggest eliminat
tem The recommendations call for an ex to the Legislature last spring b} Rep
ing the vice chancellor for academic af
tensive examination of the chancellor's Robert Keane and favored by the presi fairs (a savings of $96,500 per year) and
office and the elimination of duplication dents of the UMaine and the University promoting the right of each uni\ ersity
between the system and its campuses 1 of Southern Maine faculty senates, and to coordinate its own academic affairs
The issuance of the resolution adds the UMaine student government
They advocate a collaborative process
a significant voice to the ongoing debate
The recommendation also asks that among campuses to coordinate systemabout the effectiveness of the chancel the commission look at how university wide academic affairs activities
lor's office and coincides with the hir systems are governed in other states, i
Anothei recommendation looks at
ing of Terrence MacTaggart as the sys such as Connecticut and New Jersey, the cost-effectiveness of eliminating in
tem's sixth chancellor
which have abolished the office of chan ternal auditing External auditing may
The unanimous vote by the Student cellor
provide a more objective view of how
Senate's 35-member body is rare, says its
The recommendations look hard at System funds are being spent
president, Ben Meiklejohn, who cam the duplication of services within the
A big recommendation, Meiklejohn
paigned last spring on a platform of look System and call for a review of the offic says, is to consult outside experts on the
ing into the chancellor's office and its es of human resources, academic affairs, UMS computer system He says the cur
elimination
and international affairs More than rent system is "considered outdated and
"It's very unusual," he says. "It was $300,000 is expended annually for sala extremely expensive," costing in excess
quite a moment"
ries in human resources. The internation of $3 million last year
*
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On another point, students suggest
researching other ways to decrease the
$4,202,499 in System salaries.
A final recommendation encourag
es the commission to look for ways of
cutting a "top-heavy system administra
tion at no cost to the universities," with
any savings produced by restructuring
the system office turned over to the cam
puses to be used for facilities mainte
nance and academic programs.
Meiklejohn told the Bangor Daily
News that the student senators are not
professing to be experts on the operation
of the university system, but they believe
there are efficiencies to be found by ex
amining the current structure.
"A lot of services (that are provided
by the chancellor's office) are necessary
and we understand that," Meiklejohn
added. "But having them looked into
wouldn't hurt."
Meiklejohn's efforts began last
spring when he began to assemble a
chancellor's office file of information that
is now some five inches thick. "We
looked at jobs, hundreds of them," he
recalls, including a portion that duplicat
ed existing services.
Meiklejohn attended a January
meeting of the UMS Board of Trustees
where he met the new chancellor. He also
had a chance to talk with Governor King.
"I told him (Gov. King) that more
and more students I talk to say the uni
versity doesn't need more money," he re
lates "They say the funds in our system
can be reallocated to make a more effec
tive educational system."
His impressions of the new chancel
lor? "He seems interested in downsizing
his office, in particular a section of the
internal auditing unit," Meiklejohn says
"It would be nice if he did away with
most of his office."
In an effort to continue the momen
tum, Meiklejohn, who has been corre
sponding with other student govern
ment leaders in the system, plans to or
ganize a meeting of all UMS student sen
ate presidents in the near future to col
laboratively issue a message of unity to
the chancellor.

Highlights of Student Government Proposals
1. Consider abolishing the role of the chancellor as an academic leader and
policy maker for the UMaine System, and reduce such a position to a con
troller who would be responsible for assuring that the distribution of Sys
tem funds is thoroughly followed through.
2. Investigate the effectiveness of the associate vice chancellor for human
resources and the office of human resources in managing labor relations in
the UMaine System, and consider decreasing the $300,000+ which make
up the salaries of the office by eliminating duplicate positions.

3. Research the cost-effectiveness of eliminating internal auditing, and
accepting bids from external firms so that a purely objective assessment of
where University System funds are being spent can be provided.
4. Pursue the development of a process in which Systemwide activities in
academic affairs are coordinated by a collaboration of all faculty senates
and academic affairs offices, rather than a System academic affairs office.
Consider replacing the vice chancellor for academic affairs ($96,500/year
salary) and the System academic affairs office with such a process.

5. Consult experts on computer systems outside of the University of Maine
System, and seek their advice on investments into computer systems.
Determine the cost-effectiveness of the System's investments.
6. Propose legislation to eliminate the System office of international
affairs which J. Michael Orenduff created at a cost of $100,000+ in salaries,
duplicating existing campus international affairs offices.

7. Research other ways to decrease the $4,202,499 which the state pays in
salaries at the System level.
8. Determine whether or not the increase of the System's emergency re
serve fund from $20 million to over $46 million in the period from 1990 to
1993 was a necessity to the System.
9. It is our intent to encourage the commission to look for ways of cutting
a top-heavy System administration at no cost to the universities. We re
quest that all savings found by restructuring the System be returned to the
campuses to be used for facilities maintenance and academic programs.

What do you think?
• Does the university need a chancellor to serve as an academic leader?
Or would we be better served with a controller to administer the System?
• Do you support the student senate's call for drastic downsizing of the
chancellor's office?
Alumni opinions are important Write or E-Mail us at Alumni Publications, P.O. Box
550, Orono, ME 04473-0550 or manion@pluto.caps.maine.edu
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Kendra Michaud has big goals and a bright future in astronomy. She's

already done some amazing things as a UMaine undergraduate.

endra Michaud has always had
stars in her eyes. When she was
a little girl, her father would
take her out at night to look at
the sky over their home in Lee, Maine.
Now, as a senior physics major at the
University of Maine, Michaud, the
daughter of Harold and Carole Michaud
of Lee, is examining a galaxy cluster in
order to understand its structure and is
helping to create a 3-D map of the uni
verse.
During her four-and-a-half years at
UMaine, Michaud has shone as a star in
her own right Besides being an honors
student and an athlete—she was induct
ed into the physics honor society
Pi Sigma and earned the student
academic achievement award during her
second year of track—Michaud has been
active in both teaching and research
Within the department of physics
and astronomy, Michaud tutors other
students in Astronomy 109 For two
years, she also has presented shows to
the public at the Maynard F Jordan Plan
etarium and Observatory at the univer
sity.
"Working at the planetarium has
been something I have completely en
joyed," she says "I love presenting
shows to school groups When we run
the show and the pictures come up in the
dome and I can hear the children in the
audience say, 'Wow' or 'Cool/ that's fun.
I enjoy talking about astronomy with the
public and sharing something I am real
ly interested in."
Michaud already is well ahead of
most other undergraduates in her cho
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sen field, although she doesn't plan to Astrophysics as one of 13 undergradu large, powerful telescopes.
Upon her return to UMaine,
graduate until this May and is consider ate interns hired from all over the coun
ing taking a yearlong break before pur try—a position that also afforded Michaud learned that a request for ob
suing graduate school and her doctorate Michaud her first experiences in research serving time that she had helped Batus
in astronomy Not only has Michaud and in presenting to a large group a sci ki prepare had been accepted. Shortly
after unpacking her bags from New Mex
watched an observing run, she has con entific paper, the first she'd ever written
ducted her own and is steeped in de This allowed her the following January ico, she was off again to Kitt Peak in Ar
tailed research of an as-yet-unexplained to attend the American Astronomical izona to conduct an observing run of her
radio source in a specific galaxy cluster. Society annual convention, where she own. "This was my project. This time I
was the one sitting down at the comput
"Right now I am examining a gal presented a poster on her research.
"It was the first time in my life that er, staying up all night collecting data It
axy cluster in which there is an unusual
radio source Nobody knows yet why it I was able to meet with and talk to peo was very exciting," Michaud says.
Although Michaud hasn't always
is unusual Basically, there are three clas ple my age who were interested in simi
been so sure that her future in as
sifications for radio sources and
tronomy was written in the stars,
this one doesn't fit into any. What
she says astronomy was always
we might be seeing are two gal
"It's unusual for an under
something interesting, very excit
axy clusters in the process of
ing.
merging," Michaud explains Ac
graduate to have the
Instead of enrolling directly
cording to Michaud's adviser,
David Batuski, associate professor
into
a baccalaureate program,
opportunities that she has
of physics, it is very unusual for
Michaud joined the Academic
an undergraduate student to have
and Career Exploration Program
made for herself."
the experiences that Michaud has
when she arrived at UMaine. The
had, especially participating in ob
ACE Program is a selective, lim
serving runs. Observing runs are
ited-enrollment program that al
research trips astronomers make to spe lar things," Michaud says of her time at lows undecided students to assess their
cific observatories that house the large, Harvard.
abilities, interests, and goals while sys
powerful telescopes necessary for col
Last summer, Michaud was select tematically investigating the university's
lecting data about the universe. The Uni ed as a Ronald E McNair Scholar to con various academic programs.
versity of Maine has its own telescope, duct astronomy-related research with
"When I first came to UMaine I tried
but it is not nearly as powerful as the Neil Comins, UMaine professor of phys to talk to everyone I could about astron
ones located in Arizona or Chile, for ex ics and author of Wha t If the Moon Didn't omy to find out exactly what I would
ample. The more powerful telescopes Exist? Voyages to Eaiths that Might Have need to do if 1 wanted to pursue it aca
enable astronomers to observe as many Been. The Ronald E. McNair Post-Bacca demically," she says. "Basically, I found
as 30 galaxies at one time by observing laureate Achievement Program, estab out I needed to major in physics because
the visible light they emit and translat lished in 1986 by the U.S Department of there is no astronomy major here. The
ing that information into data.
Education, is named for theI black astro- ACE program gave me the time to see if
"Kendra has a great deal of interest naut and engineer who died in the 1986 I liked it enough to get into it "
in the subject and initiative. It is unusu Challenger space shuttle accident It is
For Michaud, the sky was far from
al for an undergraduate to have the op tailored for undergraduate students who the limit. "I have found a lot of support
portunities that she has made for her- * are first-generation, low-income college at the University of Maine. My time here
self," Batuski says. "She works really students, or who are from a group un has been very exciting and worthwhile,"
hard."
derrepresented at the doctorate level in says Michaud. "Whenever I need help,
It never occurred to Michaud, how engineering or the physical sciences.
it seems as though the professors go out
ever, that there was anything extraordi
By chance, Michaud shared an of of their way for me, especially professors
nary about what she was doing, in part fice with graduate student Kurt Sling- Comms and Batuski. I think that is be
because she has spent the past two sum lend, who was planning an observing cause we have gotten to know each oth
mers involved in internship programs run in New Mexico at the time. Michaud er over the years and I have shown them
where she has met other students her age obtained permission to go along and I am really interested in astronomy and
who were doing research like she was. watch the process Although she was not willing to do a lot of work. Both profes
But these weren't typical internships. part of the project directly, she had the sors have been mentors and role models
During summer 1994, Michaud worked opportunity to observe and see what it for me. At the moment I look at them and
with the Harvard Smithsonian Center for was like to collect data on galaxies from say I would like to be them someday."
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Maine's Master Jazzman
When saxophonist Karel Lidral plays, you can't help but stop

and listen. Now he's leading the UMaine Jazz Ensemble to new . heights of performance and creativity.
By Jim Frick / Photographs by Kathy Snow Rice '83
hen Karel Lidial visited student went right up to him and said,
the University of Maine in "Come on, you're not coming here
the spring of 1993 as a can You're such a great player, I know you're
didate to take over the jazz not coming to Maine Why are you do
studies program, he was asked
to per
ing this
7" 
form with one of the university's faculBut Lidral did accept the position,
ty/student jazz groups
and after three years at UMaine his jazz
As he put his tenor saxophone to his artistry continues to impress He has also
mouth and began to improvise on a blues received high marks for his teaching abil
standard, the other musicians onstage ity, and by all accounts he has brought
became transfixed by the soloist People the University of Maine Jazz Ensemble
in the audience leaned forward in their (formerly the 20th Century Music En
seats Students wandering in the hall semble) back to the forefront, and some
were drawn into the recital room
believe sounding better than ever
Lidral's rich tone filled Lord Hall It
"He is a phenomenal player—a
was a big sound—not loud, just big and world-class jazz musician," says percus
full. He ran through an extended series sionist and associate professor of music
of choruses with amazing facility—one Stuart Marrs.
building on another—original ideas
"Beyond that, he's done an excellent
blending with musical quotes from dif job of integrating jazz with the rest of the
ferent eras You could almost hear the music curriculum. And as a teacher he
history of jazz saxophone in this guy's communicates to students a sense of pro
playing—Charlie Parker, John Coltrane, fessionalism and excellence "
Sonny Rollins, Gene Ammons, Johnny
UMaine professor Jay Bregman, a
Griffin, Cannonball Adderley, Joe Hend- ‘ jazz historian and a fine alto sax player
erson—he had absorbed it all and turned in his own right, also has high praise for
it into his own original voice
Lidral's playing
When the solo was over, you could
"He has this tremendous open
see the look on everyone's face. This was sound and the great sense of time and
the person they wanted—no question melody line that so many of the great
about it Anyone who could play like that tenors like Rollins and Johnny Griffin
could definitely bring jazz back to its have," Bregman says. "And he's equally
rightful place at UMaine
good on soprano sax. He makes you
But not everyone was so sure he want to stop and listen—you can't help
would take the job. One woman music but listen. Even people who don't know
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much about jazz are pulled into the room
to listen He's just so swinging "
Lidral's exposure to the world of
music began early—both of his parents
were music teachers They were also jazz
fans
He says he knew from about the
ninth grade that he wanted to pursue
music, especially jazz as a career
"My father encouraged me to be a
musician and he fostered my interest in
jazz," Lidral remembers "As a music
teacher at the University of Vermont he
always had the latest jazz records and
that's what turned me on to the music
In the early '60s I was listening to all
those great Miles Davis and John Col
trane albums I was also really influenced
by jazz tenor Stan Getz back then, espe
cially the Brazilian albums he was put
ting out "
After high school, Lidral chose to
attend the University of Illinois, prima
rily because he was so impressed with
the albums that school's jazz band had
produced
It was the right choice. Lidral has
nothing but praise for the Illinois music
program and especially the school's jazz
director, John Garvey
"It was a wonderful decision,"
Lidral says. "There were great teachers
and they attracted excellent players. The
jazz scene at Illinois was inspiring There
were so many great players in that area
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and musicians from around the country
who came to perform on campus. And
for an aspiring young jazz player there
were always student jam sessions taking
place."
When he graduated in 1974, he drift
ed away from music for a period—he
even stopped playing the saxophone for
a year.
But fortunately the drift was tempo
rary. A friend called from Chicago and
convinced him to join his big band. He
started playmg again. Then John Garvey
called from Illinois and offered him an
assistantship to pursue his master's de
gree. Once again he started to focus on a
career in music.
After completing his master's de
gree in '77, Lidral did what scores of hot,
young horn players have always done.
He headed for the jazz capital of the
world—New York City.
He found an apartment in a build
ing full of artists and took advantage of
every opportunity to play music and
meet people. He joined in the regular
round of jam sessions, substituted for
people, performed in rehearsal bands,
and through a previous connection even
got some studio work. In short, he did
whatever he had to do to make a go of it
as a musician.
"When you are playing music to
make a living, you take every gig that
comes your way," Lidral explains. "If
you want to be a purist then you better
get a day job—which a lot of musicians
did, and I later did. As you might guess,
all the free-jazz players had day gigs."
Lidral also did a good deal of listen
ing, especially to the more avant-garde
sounds being heard in the Manhattan
lofts during the late 1970s. He was espe
cially influenced by the great avantgarde tenor player Sam Rivers.
Then he got a lucky break. A street
musician he had befriended told him
that Jack McDuff, one of the masters of
jazz/soul organ, was looking for a ten
or player.
"He didn't have Jack's phone num
ber, but he told me where to find some
one who did—I mean this guy knew ev
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eryone," Lidral recalls. "So I got the num
ber and called. Jack told me to come up
town and audition. We got off to a good
start when I told him I went to school in
Champlain. He said, 'Great man, that's
where I grew up.' He liked my playing
and said, 'Here's the book, get ready to
leave for Chicago.'"
While Lidral is modest about being
chosen by McDuff, others are pretty im
pressed.
"The fact that Jack McDuff, a mas
ter of jazz/soul organ, picked Karel as
his tenor player speaks volumes about
his playing," notes Bregman.
Lidral's first performance with
McDuff was at a place he knew well, the
Jazz Showcase in Chicago. But despite
his familiarity with the surroundings, he
remembers that first night as a frighten
ing experience.
"I was petrified," Lidral says "I met
the band for the first time right at the
gig—no rehearsal. They knew the tunes,
I didn't. And on top of that I see the leg
endary jazz trumpeter Roy Eldridge in
the front row I thought, 'This is the
wrong place for me to be—I shouldn't
be here.' But eventually it all got better
and I got more relaxed."
Lidral toured with McDuff for six
months. He and his wife Terry (they were
married in '74) had no children which
made being on the road a good deal eas
ier. During this time he also recorded
with McDuff's group on an album enti
tled "Kisses."
After two years in New York, Lidral
gave some long, hard thought to life and
music and decided to try his hand at
teaching.
"I thought that I could have a big
ger impact by teaching than just by play
ing. On the other hand I realized that by
having a steady job, I could keep play
ing but be more selective about the mu
sic I performed and the gigs I took. It was
also about this time that Terry and I be
gan thinking about starting a family."
After finding that he enjoyed teach
ing, Lidral reenrolled at Illinois to pur
sue his doctorate degree in education.
From there it was on to Augustana
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College where, in addition to directing
the jazz band and teaching, he contin
ued to perform in Chicago with the Jeff
Stitely Quartet as well as other groups
His playing with Stitely can be heard on
the recording, "Chameleon Eyes" (Lake
Shore Records).
It was also about this time that he
began to perform in a duo with Terry, a
talented keyboardist. (The Lidrals now
perform regularly at the University of
Maine and other venues in Eastern
Maine.)
One of the reasons that Lidral de
cided to come to Maine was that it of
fered him more of an opportunity to par
ticipate in an overall music program.
"I'm very committed to music edu
cation," he says. "Here at Maine I do all
the sophomore music theory and sight-

singing. And here I'm able to incorpo
rate jazz studies into the entire program.
I've also been able to work with jazz ed
ucators, teaching an improvisation
course every other summer. I feel that the
impact I had here in Maine in my first
year was greater than I ever had any
where in my career."
In all his many activities Lidral does
everything he can to have jazz taken se
riously. There are big things, like re
searching and choosing high quality lit
erature for his ensemble's performanc
es But there are also small things, like
having his student musicians dress up
for their performances.
He also tries to stress the importance
of jazz music to all his students.
"I try to convince young people that
this is a worthy thing to do, that jazz has

rich cultural heritage, and it is a part of
who we are as Americans," Lidral says.
That message seems to be getting
across to folks at the university. Lidral
says that many of the school's best mu
sic students can be found in his jazz en
semble.
And under Lidral's direction that
ensemble just keeps getting better and
better.
"First of all, Karel selects great piec
es to perform," Bregman says. "They re
flect lus astute musical thinking and his
sense of the history of jazz. And he has
the ensemble playing very tight. After
just a few years his influence on the
group is really starting to show."
Nowhere is that influence reflected
more than in the level of the student
musicians' improvised solos.

"Not everyone can teach improvi
sation," Bregman notes. "But Karel is
very good at it. You can tell he has
worked with these kids. All the solos
may not be inspired, but they are all sol
id. They all show a good sense of time
and all make sense melodically. The fact
that he has the players improvising so
well has brought the jazz ensemble to a
higher level of performance."
Lidral, too, is pleased with the
progress the ensemble has made, but he
isn't satisfied. He wants to see an even
greater level of improvising skill among
his band members. Toward that end he
regularly offers a workshop on impro
visation and stresses to his players that
they need to work 8 to 15 hours a week
just on their improvising.
Lidral also wants to develop more
jazz combos among his own students as
well as other members of the university
community.
"I love it when a student comes in
and says, 'Hey, we have a group playing
at this place tomorrow night, come check
us out.' I love to see that happen. That is
gratifying. I'd like to help create more of
a jazz environment here at the universi
ty. To some extent I guess that means re
creating the old jam session. Historical
ly, the jam session was a way in which
jazz players honed their skills. That's
how I honed my skills at Illinois. I would
like to see that come back."
Lidral would also like to see the en
semble get the chance to play at new ven
ues and get more visibility in the state.
He also thinks that the new Center
for the Study of the Performing Arts,
which will be opened in the fall, will
make a huge difference for all student
music groups—providing smaller and
more intimate concert halls for jazz and
chamber music performances.
No question about it—jazz is back
and getting better at Maine. That search
committee that first heard the astound
ing tenor saxophone playing of Karel
Lidral back in '93 made the perfect choice
for a university jazz studies director.
As Jay Bregman succinctly puts it:
"The man's got it and he can teach it."
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Hautala's
Horror
Class of 1970? The macabre? There's only

one name you could come up with, right?
Well, meet Stephen King's classmate and

fellow horror writer Rick Hautala. He isn't a
household word yet, but with 15 published

novels he is making a living doing what

he loves.

very aspiring horror writer
must dream about it: To
have Stephen King 70 ask if
he could read your manu
script. For Rick Hautala 70,
74G it wasn't a dream. It actually hap
pened. While Hautala was working as a
manager of a southern Maine bookstore,
King wandered in and recognized Hau
tala.
"Steve and I were in the same fresh
man dorm at the University of Maine,"
Hautala explains. Although they weren't
buddies, they knew each other
"When Steve asked me what I'd
been up to, I told him I had written a
novel. He said he'd read it and if he liked
it, he'd help me get it published."
The rest is history. Fifteen novels lat

er, Hautala is considered a premier hor
ror writer both in the United States and
in Finland. But he's humble about his
success.
"Stephen King was real helpful with
my first book, Moon Death, and I'm real
grateful. I honestly think—I would like
to believe that talent would have won
out, but when I think about it honestly—
there is a good chance that I would re
main unpublished at this point if it
wasn't for Steve."
King read Moon Death, liked it, and
passed it on to his agent who got Hauta
la the first deal. "King gave me a help
ing hand in the beginning," he says
Not one to ride on someone else's
coattails, though, Hautala has worked
diligently to establish himself and have

his work stand up on its own, which it
has. While the average science fiction
print run is 25,000 copies, Hautala's nov
els consistently sell 100,000 or more His
1986 horror novel, Night Stone, had more
than a million copies in print
Another indicator of an author's
popularity is the size of the writer's

By Lynne Nelson Manion ’9 5G • Photographs by Kathy Snow Rice *8 3
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name in relation to the title on the book
cover. When unknown authors first get
published their names usually can be
found in small print.
Standing in front of a sampling of
his work, Hautala points out the slow
evolution of the size of his name in rela
tion to the title. His name now overshad
ows the book's title.
"You know you have arrived (in the
publishing world) when your name gets

a bigger headline than the title of the
book/' Hautala laughs.
Still, Hautala has a workmanlike at
titude about his writing. He admits that
writing full-time is often scary and finan
cially difficult.
"People think of the glamour of being a writer. They think of Stephen
King," Hautala says.
But unless you're a big name, like
King, the money isn't that great and the
If

writing process is very demanding. Hau
tala works five to six days a week and
forces himself to write a minimum of
2,000 words before he can turn the com
puter off for the day. "The majority of
my job is sitting there staring at the com
puter screen.
"Usually I write 10 tol2 pages a day,
but if the story is really going or if the
deadline is looming, I write up to 18 to
20 pages a day. After I write 2,000 words
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the pressure is off," Hautala
commitment and involve
explains. "If I want to keep go
ment with writing, think of a
ing with it I do, but I don't beat
breakfast of ham and eggs.
myself up. If I write 5,000
The chicken is involved, but
words in a day, I don't look at
the pig is committed."
it and say 'Now, I can take to
Being an avid reader is
morrow off.' It is 2,000 words,
another important ingredient
six days a week come hell or
a writer needs. Hautala
high water."
doesn't believe that you just
Just in the last 16 months,
have to read the really good
Hautala has written four nov
writers either Anything goes.
els.
"I always tell writing
Being a full-time writer
classes that to be a writer you
allows no time for anything
have to be a compulsive read
else. In five years, Hautala has
er. You have to read two
only taken one week off. His
kinds of books: Really beau
time spent sleeping is not even
tiful, well-written, solid sto
sacred.
ries that when you read them
"I always say that the IRS
you are just filled with envy
should let me deduct abso
and you say, 'Oh, I want to
lutely everything because it is
do that ' And at the same
all grist for the mill. I don't
time you have to read a small
know where inspiration or
percentage of lousy novels so
anything like that will come
you can build up your confi
from. You literally can't get
dence and say, 'I can at least
away from this job. I even use
do that This piece of garbage
"I do sense things differently
my dreams as source materi
got published, I can do that.'"
al. When I wake up from a
Even with the right
than other people—not better
nightmare in a cold sweat, the
blend of commitment, dedifirst thing I do is say, 'I have
cation, and talent, luck also
or worse—just different."
to use that in a story. How can
figures into the equation.
I use that?"'
Without luck, Hautala says,
Despite the trials and trib
you could wind up pumping
To actually know in the flesh and
ulations of being a writer, Hautala ad blood a successful author was very in gas at the local 7-Eleven
mits he probably wouldn't be happy spirational for Hautala. But while King
For Hautala, horror was a natural
doing anything else. Telling a good sto provided the inspiration, it has been hard genre to explore Weird fiction—science
ry has been a part of his personality for work, drive, and commitment that has fiction, horror, and fantasy—had always
as long as he can remember.
appealed to his imagination He remem
carried Hautala along
"I always wrote. I wasn't even
bers being drawn to horror even in his
aware of the fact that I always wrote sto
hen Hautala first began writ childhood
ries," Hautala admits. "I wasn't con
"I read those kinds of books (science
ing seriously, he worked a
scious of the fact that I was writing sto
day job and wrote into the fiction) at the same time I read Shakes
ries that people liked. In fact, in high
and
wee hours of the night. "I was peare
manag
 Hemingway for school. I nev
school I was more interested in art rath
ing a bookstore, working eight erto really
nine connected that whether I was
er than writing. But I discovered that I hours a day. I'd come home and try to reading science fiction or the literary
could do with words what I couldn't do have some semblance of a family life, greats, I was reading," Hautala marvels.
with paints, brushes, charcoal, and cray and would usually end up writing from "I saw them as very distinct activities:
ons."
10 or 11 at night until one or two, some the reading that I had to do for school
This realization was a gradual evo times three, in the morning," Hautala and the reading I did on my own for en
lution. An evolution he also credits back reminisces. "That put a lot of strain on joyment I saw them as apples and or
to King. "When I heard of his (Stephen everything. But I knew I didn't want to anges."
King's) first book contract, it was like a punch a time clock the rest of my life."
While Hautala's polite and mildlight bulb went off. I thought: 'Wow!
This drive and commitment Hauta mannered demeanor doesn't suggest a
People like you and me can sell books, la displays are two essential ingredients horror writer lurking within, he de
not just Hemingway and Faulkner' I every writer must possess.
scribes himself as being overly percep
read Carrie, which is set in a Maine high
"The distinction I use whenever I tive and sensing things differently than
school, and I thought, 'Gee, maybe I've talk to a writing class is this: If you want others.
got material I can use, too."'
"I do sense things differently than
to understand the difference between
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other people—not better or worse, just
different. To be a writer you have to feel
as if you're on the outside looking in. To
be aware is so important."
Just as reading horror stories pro
vided Hautala an escape as a young boy,
writing about supernatural experiences
provides him a means of delving into
people's subconscious drives.
"The ultimate effect I would like
readers to get from my books is to feel a
little disturbed that they haven't dug
deep enough into their own psyches. I
think people who tell me they never read
horror because it is just too scary, have
to face these demons. If you turn your
back on the demons they will only get
stronger and closer."
At some point in all of his books,
whether it is a supernatural or a psycho
logical thriller, Hautala has his charac
ters turn around and face their demons.
Usually they are inside the characters'
heads.
"You need to face these demons,
otherwise, well, that's what makes bad
people; people who aren't honest about
aspects of themselves that they find un
comfortable."
Hautala remembers facing his de
mons when he was a youngster of 10. A
native of Rockport, Massachusetts, Hau
tala would take a shortcut home through
the woods to his house in Pigeon Cove.
Every time he walked down that dark,
dreary path, he felt somebody lurking
behind him, ready to pounce. He felt
eyes boring through the back of his skull,
and he'd race home as fast as he could.
One night, he just decided enough
was enough. He had to face his fears.
As he approached the middle of the
path, Hautala stopped in his tracks. He
turned around slowly, straining to get a
glimpse of the faceless shadow that
haunted him.
There was nothing there.
Although he quickly admits that
writing is the only job for him, at this
stage in his career Hautala has become
somewhat jaded about the publishing
business.
"It's a pressure cooker to be a fulltime writer, especially when the money
isn't anywhere near as big as people
think," Hautala acknowledges. "People
see Stephen King and John Grisham and
think all writers are millionaires. But the

Hautala's
Hall of Horror
A Harvest of Angels and
Silent Shadows: in progress

Beyond the Shroud: 1996
Shades of Night:

1995

The Mountain King: 1995
Twilight Time:

Ghost Light:

1993

Dark Silence:

1992

Cold Whisper:
Dead Voices:

1994

1991

1990

Winter Wake: 1989

Moonwalker: 1989

Little Brothers:
Night Stone:

Moonbog:

1986

1982

Moon Death:

truth of the matter is that most writers
aren't. Most writers live a subsistent ex
istence, waiting for that lucky break."
A lucky break for Hautala would be
a movie deal on one of his books. Al
though three books were optioned, all
fell through.
"Basically, I was seduced and aban
doned," Hautala chuckles.
This UMaine alum has also been sty
mied trying to break into the hardcover
book •market.
All Hautala's novels have
•
been issued as original paperbacks. And
people won't review original paper
backs.

1987

1981

"The feeling seems to be that if the
book isn't hardcover it doesn't have le
gitimacy. You're not a real writer. Many
people don't consider category fiction—
such as horror, fantasy, or romance—le
gitimate. They are known in the publish
ing trade as mass-market paperbacks,"
Hautala explains.
"In fact, I've been referred to not as
a writer but as a creative typist," Hauta
la admits. "There is a prestige that hard
covers have that paperback originals
don't get."
Hautala has his first hardcover
book, Beyond the Shroud, slated to come
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An excerpt from Rick Hautala's Cold Whisper.
While a lot of Rick Hautala's novels use Maine for the setting, his 1991
horror novel Cold Whisper, has the University of Maine as its backdrop.
Sarah, a coed at UMaine, has lived in terror since childhood when a cold,
quiet voice invaded her mind. Is Tully, the invader, real or a product of her
imagination? He makes her every wish come true—for good or evil Can
Sarah destroy Tully, or will he destroy her7

"Oh, you think you're so funny," Sarah said Laughing softly, she
nudged Michael, who was sitting beside her at one of the tables in
the Fogler Library reference room
It was a Friday night, and the room was nearly deserted, but
Michael had a report on Buddhism due on Monday for his Religions
of the World class, so they were having a weekend study date
Michael nodded but didn't look up from his work as Sarah
walked out into the foyer and headed straight for the stairway leading up into the stacks She never liked
going up there—especially alone. No matter how many students gathered in the downstairs study
lounges, the upstairs study carrels always seemed deserted The higher up she went, climbing the nar
row, enclosed stairway, the quieter and darker the library got. She imagined that on the top floor there
was nothing but a twenty-five watt light bulb illuminating an inches-thick coating of dust on shelf after
shelf of unused, long-forgotten books.
"Damned high enough," she whispered between heavy, panting breaths once she reached the land
ing at the fifth floor.
She hadn't told Michael where she was going or what she intended to do She wasn't sure she want
ed to explain it all; but now, alone in the dusty silence of the fifth-level stacks, she wished she had asked
him to come along. The only sound, other than her labored breathing and the click-click of her heels on
the worn linoleum, was the chattering rattle of a heater from somewhere behind the rows of books.
She moved slowly along the stacks, glancing up from time to time at the signs that listed the call
numbers of the books. The narrow aisle seemed to telescope outward as she walked down the line. On
either side of her, the military green metal shelving seemed to lean inward, making the aisle feel narrow
er and narrower...
Her throat was as dust-dry as the books surrounding her as she moved slowly along, scanning shelf
after shelf and listening to the click-click of her heels on the floor Her breathing slowed, but she could
still hear the rapid whisper of her pulse in her ears. The notebook in her hand was slippery in her sweaty
grip. The cataloging numbers seemed to go on forever. Realizing she had been holding her breath, Sarah
stopped abruptly. In that instant, she was positive she heard someone else take two more quick steps
behind her before stopping.
Was that her own footsteps, echoing in the stacks? she wondered. Or was someone up here follow
ing her7
Her heartbeat sped up as she looked frantically around. Anyone could easily be trailing her, hiding
behind the barricades of bookshelves. Her first panicked thought was that Alan Griffin knew somehow
that she was up here. He was stalking her.
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out in May from Whitewolf Publishing
He's hoping that book will start gener
ating reviews for him and possibly lead
into a hardcover deal for all of his books.
"I read a lot of books in hardcover
and lots of them strike me as not very
good. I feel I'm as good as these guys."
Hautala firmly believes that with the
right commitment from a publisher to do
his books in hardcover, they could be
bestsellers.
"I started in mass-market paperback
and I never really had the opportunity
or the push from a publisher to break
into hardcover But on the other hand, a
lot of books published in hardcover nev
er get a paperback sale because they
don't sell well enough. Given the choice
of being published exclusively in hard
cover or exclusively in paperback, I
would pick paperback because there is a
much wider distribution and exposure."
While waiting for hardcover deals
in the U S., Hautala has been very suc
cessful inX the hardcover domain in Finland.
Why the Finnish appeal? Not only
do some of his novels contain Finnish
lore but his own Finnish name actually
means "by the graveyard " A writer,
whose name is Rick Graveyard, writing
horror in Finland—well, you can imag
ine the appeal.
Although he has had only one book
published in Finland, the second is com
ing out soon. The first, Cold Whisper (see
sidebar p 24), sold for the equivalent of
$30. The first printing of the book sold
out within a week
"In a country where the unemploy
ment rate is very high, to sell an expen
sive book like that is unbelievable,"
Hautala says.
With all kinds of deals in the works,
you might expect Hautala to feel excited
about his future prospects At one time
he probably would have been excited, he
acknowledges. But now a seasoned vet
eran of the writing world, he waits until
the check is in hand before he does any
rejoicing
"If I had to chart my writing career,
there would be lots of peaks and val
leys," Hautala says. The publishing busi
ness itself is full of its own sort of horror
and intrigue
"I was talking to a writer friend of
my mine last night," he relates, "and she

has finally quit writing: She's giving up
the business When she went on a job in
terview, the interviewer asked her why
she was leaving full-time writing. She re
plied, 'You won't make me beg for my
paycheck will you? That's reason
enough.' The writing business is brutal,
unless you are someone of Steve's (King)
stature and your name just commands
respect. It is very hard to get paid a liv
able wage."
Because his last contract wasn't
what he had hoped, Hautala admits he
is constantly feeling the pinch financial
ly. Looking around his modestly fur
nished, middle-class Westbrook home,
he says, "I really don't aspire for a lot of
wealth, it's just that at this point in my
career I envisioned that I would be finan
cially set so that I could do a book a year
and would have more time to spend on
the researching and writing process. And
more time to spend with my wife Bon
nie and three children.
"I think I am having a 'grass is al
ways greener' type of experience, where
I am looking at things and thinking it
might not be so bad to teach for a year
or two—go into class, teach, and when I
leave take a few papers home to correct."

esides the pitfalls inherent in the
publishing world, there is a cer
tain amount of uncertainty in
volved in just the mere act of writing for
a living
"When I wrote my first novel, I had
no idea what I was doing. When I wrote
my second novel, I had some idea, but
that is not what it was like. Every book
and every story is very different."
Hautala draws the analogy that
writing a novel is not like doing a lube
job on a car. "If I was a mechanic and I
was going to do a lube job on Monday
and another one on Wednesday, it would
be the same thing essentially. There is no
mystery involved. With writing, my ex
perience has always been, when I finish
a book I feel like I have used up every
thing I have and the next time I go to the
well my bucket will come up dry It is a
very insecure occupation. The fact that
you really have faith that the next time
you sit down to write another novel, you
will have an idea, that you will at least
have a vague notion about the beginning,

middle, and end of the story—it's a real
ride!"
On the flip side of the coin, howev
er, this less-than-cocky approach to writ
ing might be what keeps this horror writ
er in business. Hautala is never content
to back down.
UMaine English professor Burton
Hatlen served on Hautala's thesis com
mittee and acknowledges that he is a lit
erary craftsman in every sense of the
word
"Rick is a hard-working writer who
has thought through exactly the form of
fiction he wants to work at and he has
made himself a master of it.
"I have seen far more people that
want to be writers that just don't write,"
Hatlen says. "I respect the fact that he
just did it He has had the life he want
ed "
Hautala, himself, has no patience for
those would-be writers who never at
tempt to put pen to paper.
"I know several writers—and it ir
ritates me—that don't like writing, they
just like having written. They like the
glamour of having written. They like the
glory of having a story or novel pub
lished. They don't like the process. I love
the process. Whatever world I'm going
into when I start writing, once I get there
all my other problems disappear. I real
ly enjoy the process of getting the story
out in the first draft and in subsequent
drafts refining it and making it as good
as I can in the time constraints I have."
That Hautala enjoys the writing pro
cess is evidenced by the fact that he has
stuck with his writing career through
thick and thin. He is the first to admit
that he has sacrificed much for his love
of the written word
Not only has he sacrificed a lot of
earning potential, but he has also sacri
ficed a good deal of peace of mind.
Although the financial aspect of be
ing a writer does haunt him, the bottom
line for Hautala is to tell a good story and
give readers a deeper sense of them
selves.
"I don't want to be in the limelight.
I don't care if my face is recognized. My
goal all along has been to write a good
story: I want to have a story that clicks
so fast that the reader can't stop. I just
want people who read one of my books
want to read another one."
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What Are Grades Worth?

IT'S UP IN THE AIR
Lots of people think
that getting an "A" in

college is not as hard
as it used to be. But
grade inflation at the

University of Maine

may be largely a
misperception. The

he professor gave the student a B- for a final grade. He felt

T

guilty; the student really deserved a C. When the student
called up wanting to know why he didn't get a straight B,

the professor threw up his hands in frustration. Not that

most students challenge grades at the University of Maine. The st

simply illustrates how complex grading can be at UMaine and in high

er education. One person's B is another's C. It's a complicated issue
with more than one philosophical approach. Fairness, expectation,

competency, self-worth, and academic freedom are implicit in the dis

cussion.
Overall, grades appear to be reasonably distributed at the Uni
versity of Maine. Statistics compiled by UMaine's office of institu
tional studies from the 1994-95 academic year show a distribution of

grades that has not changed significantly since these figures began to

real problem seems

be assembled five years ago. In lower division courses, the grade per

to be the grading

C's, 9 percent D', 5 percent E's

disparity among

centages play out this way: 24 percent A's, 34 percent B's, 24 percent

In upper division courses the following distributions were made:
39 percent A's, 37 percent B's, 16 percent C's, 3 percent D's, 2 percent

i

colleges and

E's.

departments.

ing among colleges and, in some cases, among departments. In 1994-

However, the numbers do reveal significant discrepancies in grad
95, the number of A's in some colleges far exceeded the number award
ed in other colleges. For example, the College of Business Adminis
tration awarded only 12 percent A's in its lower division courses, while

the College of Education was on the high end with 46 percent, fol

lowed by arts and humanities with 36 percent; all other colleges were

By Brook Merrow '78
Illustration
by George Lavoie '98

25 percent or less.
Figures rise in upper division courses where, in many colleges,
there are more students focusing on their chosen major coursework

rather than a variety of students fulfilling university requirements,
as they would as freshmen and sophomores. At that point, education
swells to 67 percent A's, while most other colleges were in the 30th
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percentile. Business recorded just 27 per ment, education follows a road less trav
cent A's.
eled Ted Coladarci, associate professor
Even within departments of colleg of education, says the high grades are an
es there can be considerable variability
issue for many education faculty and
For example, last year in the College of have generated dialogue within the col
Social and Behavioral Sciences, psychol lege about assessment
ogy posted 25 percent A's in upper divi
He led one such "lively" discussion
sion courses, while communication dis which produced a variety of viewpoints
orders recorded 70 percent A's. Mean For example, some faculty said educa
while, in the College of Engineering, tion simply grades more leniently Oth
electrical engineering gave out just 27 ers said the grades represent quality of
percent A's in upper level courses to 71 instruction Still others suggested that
percent A's in upper level spatial infor education uses different forms of assess
mation engineering courses
ment—allowing students more opportu
However, such large disparities nity to revise, review, and resubmit
sometimes can be explained by different
Are we simply putting too much
factors, such as class size, caliber and age emphasis on grades7 Education Dean Dr
of students, or percentage of students Robert Cobb's answer to that is an em
from other colleges. For example, spatial phatic yes
information engineering has a small class
"We put way too much emphasis on
size, there are a high number of more grades and distribution I think the learn
mature, nontraditional students, and a er is better served by focusing on actual
large percentage of graduate students learning goals than the grades that re
taking required undergraduate course flect learning," he says
work.
Many faculty in education endorse
Data from the last three years indi what is called a "criterion-referenced"
cate that average course grades have not view of grading, rather than the more
changed appreciably. Average grades traditional "norm-referenced." The first
awarded by each college for its specific emphasizes the end result with students
coursework last year ranged from 3.36 meeting certain standards of perfor
for education and 3.04 for arts and hu mance; the latter emphasizes a student's
manities, to 2.59 for sciences and 2 54 for grade and standing in relation to other
business.
students in a comparative manner
The variability in grading among
"Many of our faculty are less con
colleges and departments is not new. A cerned with grades and what they rep
look at the highs and lows of grading resent than the actual learning that takes
represented by the Colleges of Education place," Cobb says
and Business Administration reveals dif- !
fering philosophies about assessment I
While science and engineering majors
obb says education stucome in with the highest SATs among
dents often get successive
first-year students, education and busi
attempts and repeated triness students' SATs often are among the
als, working in collabora
lowest But from that point on, business tion with faculty until the course crite
and education take different tacks
ria are achieved. "If they meet the stan
College of Education students zoom dard, meet the criterion, why shouldn't
to the top of the grading ladder and at they get an A?"
graduation reap generous honors. Last
One student working toward ele
May, a larger percentage of education mentary education certification finds her
students graduated with highest distinc classes to be a "very progressive learn
tion than any other college. (Education ing environment. There are not a lot of
majors take 50 to 85 percent of their exams and tests and spitting back what
coursework in other colleges on campus, you learned," she says. "You're proving
so their final GPA reflects their perfor what you know through projects, curric
mance in all courses)
ulum development, and teaching in front
Campuswide, some have the per of the class."
ception that education gives away A's
So, is comparing grading in the Col
and B's, that when it comes to assess lege of Education to grading in the Col
I

I
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lege of Engineering a case of comparing
apples to oranges?
"I disagree," says Coladarci "I think
education is, in that sense, not apprecia
bly different from other disciplines
What we're seeing are philosophical dif
ferences in assessments and appraisals
among colleges and among faculty in the
College of Education "
Coladarci is concerned about the
disproportionate grades and says clear
and meaningful criteria is the real issue
"How explicitly do we conceptualize cri
teria by which we evaluate students and
what does it mean to evaluate students7"
he asks "Should grades differentiate lev
els of proficiency and understanding7 I
believe they should
"This is not a grading on the curve
issue It's asking, 'What do we expect of
students7 What can they demonstrate in
order to justify the highest grade you can
give7 What can justify the second-high
est grade7'
"Those differences are important
The levels of grading are an important
distinction to make Where there are
clear and meaningful criteria, grades
take on a greater value Grades have an
important effect on the student's sense
of efficacy and competence "
That sense of competency is impor
tant to one woman who recently gradu
ated with a degree in journalism, but ful
filled education requirements for teach
er certification In her education course
work, she says, expectations often were
not high "I always got the feeling a lot
of people made mild attempts and they
still got A's," she says
"I didn't value my A's nearly as
much as I did in journalism because ev
eryone else was getting them, too I real
ly want to be recognized for my accom
plishments and if everyone else is get
ting A's, it doesn't mean as much I think
the bottom line is they should grade
harder."
As education continues its self-ap
praisal, Coladarci points to "an exciting
development" —an initiative to redesign
the undergraduate program so there
would be formal admission to teaching
candidacy at the junior year. A minimum
GPA of 2.5 would be required, along with
field experience and portfolio materials.
"This is the single-most important
thing we've done in quite awhile to tight-

Does Grade Inflation Exist?
he phenomenon of grade inflation, the award
ing over time of increasingly higher grades for
the same level of work, may be a misperception
at the University of Maine While there have been
some reports of grade inflation in the last several
popular print media, it appears the grade inflation issue is
largely confined to private institutions.
At Harvard, for example, the C is disappearing from
the academic landscape. A's and A-'s made up 43 percent
of all grades in 1992 and 91 percent of undergraduate
grades were B- or higher.
Imagine the situation at
Stanford where, by last
count in 1994, less than 10
percent of students were re
ceiving anything less than B.
Tom Skaggs, director of
institutional studies at
UMaine, and his colleague
Phil Pratt, senior research
analyst, say a look at the
past 15 years has not re
vealed much in the way of
grade inflation at UMaine
and there are few statistics
prior to that to create a point
of reference.
Still, the notion of grade
inflation exists and does
have some history to it. "A 'C' used to be a median grade,
a 'respectable' meeting of the course objectives," recites
Brooks Hamilton, a long-time journalism professor who
has taught for more than 40 years. He chaired the journal
ism department and retired from full-time teaching in 1985,
but still teaches senior seminars and honors courses. "B
was an honor grade and A was perfect. That seems to be
by the boards now. Kids think if they just meet course ob
jectives, that's enough to warrant a high grade."
He recalls, with a chuckle, a 100-level lecture course
in which a 19-year-old "macho male-type" came to his of
fice, threw down his paper, which was graded with a B,
and demanded to know why he didn't receive an A like
his girlfriend.
John Alexander, dean of the College of Engineering
and a teacher for 25 years, says there hasn't been much
grade inflation in recent years, but asserts, "The grades
offered now are much higher than 20 or 30 years ago. In
the '60s and early '70s, there was an awful reaction against
grades. Quite a number of schools went to pass/fail, or no
grades. Grades were an oppressive sort of thing. They en

T

gendered competition "
Phil Pratt compiled a review of grade inflation re
search done nationally which indicated inflation in grades
and grade point averages (GPAs) beginning in the midyears
inleveling off in the mid-1970s, and remaining stable
1960s,
through the mid-1980s. Research says changes in institu
tional grading policies, such as pass/fail options, liberal
withdrawal policies, and the erasable F, may explain ris
ing grades/GPAs 20 to 25 years ago.
At UMaine, for example, pass/fail and early with
drawal were instituted in
1969. In addition, the tradi
tional grade point compu
tation of 1963 when an A
equaled 4.0, a B 3.0, etc.,
was changed in 1985 to add
plus and minus values to
grades. In 1975, the defini
tion of a C as "satisfactory,
successful, and respect
able," was changed to sim
ply "satisfactory." Today's
C doesn't sound nearly as
desirable and respectable
as the C of days past.
"I'm not convinced
there is grade inflation,"
says Jim Breece, associate
professor of economics and
associate dean of the College of Social & Behavioral Sci
ences. "But it's certainly on people's minds.
"Other things have changed over time. It's more ex
amples of institutional changes, or if a number of faculty
are hard graders, especially in large introductory classes.
I'd say probably our faculty hasn't eased up in their grad
ing "
Concern about grade inflation surfaces periodically
at UMaine. In 1994, the academic affairs committee of the
faculty senate, chaired by John Alexander, looked into ru
mors that professional schools were devaluing the grades
of UMaine pre-med, pre-dental, and pre-vet students. It
turns out the rumors were unfounded. However, the sta
tistics generated by institutional studies for the faculty
senate provided an interesting look at the differences in
grade distributions among colleges at UMaine. The fact
that the College of Education came out with some very
generous helpings of A's and B's in its courses has prompt
ed that college to open discussion on its methods of as
sessment.
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en up our undergraduate program in
terms of clientele and structure of the
program," he says "This would go a
long way to improving the quality of our
students."
And Cobb also points to a major
shift in K-12 education in Maine that he
says seems to support the criterion-ref
erenced philosophy. The state board of
education is recommending a whole
new set of learning standards that are results-based with students entering col
lege with documented levels of mastery.
"We're going to have students who
are more focused on 'what is it I'm sup
posed to learn, not what it is I need to
do to get an A,'" he says. "Students com
ing into college will be better prepared "
Cobb predicts this to be a decadeslong "ideological shift" that will chal
lenge higher education's traditional
views
In contrast to education, the College
of Business Administration provides a
counterpoint with an approach that sug
gests more traditional, rigorous grading
procedures
"We have a certain philosophy that
shows up in grading," explains Ginny
Gibson, associate dean of the College of
Business Administration. "We differen
tiate between students whose work is
truly outstanding and who perform well,
and those who do an adequate job
"We believe we have to recognize
excellence Employers (and graduate
schools) want a way to differentiate "
By the time a business class reaches
graduation, the fabric from which it's
constructed is noticeably different The
graduating class is actually larger than
the first-year class "There's a great turnover during four years," Gibson ex
plains "Some students don't survive and
we get transfers."
The outcome is a group of students
"who are very good and who are nationally competitive," Gibson says UMaine
business students generally perform well
on the Educational Testing Service's
(ETS) assessment for business. In 1995,
UMaine students were in the top 13 percent out of 240. And in the international
portion of the ETS test, they were among
the top 2 percent
Gibson says discrepancies in grade
distributions can create unfair advantag
es "Problems arise," she says. "For ex
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ample, initiation into honor societies like
Phi Kappa Phi that are based on GPAs.
Many more from education are eligible
than business. I think that's a problem "
It could also pose a problem, she
says, when scholarship or financial aid
monies are awarded on the basis of GPA.
On a whole, one senior business
major considers grading in his college to
be fair. "Some grade on a curve, some
don't," he says. "You usually get what
you deserve "
Nonetheless, a junior business ma
jor, who transferred out of engineering,
says business administration is often per
ceived as a "fluff" major, compared to
majors she considers to be more difficult,
like engineering, nursing, and science
A look at the valedictorians o\ er the
past 10 years doesn't show over-repre
sentation of the perceived "fluff" majors
With five from engineering in the last 10
years, the rigor of that discipline has not
stymied its students' academic aspira
tions. Patricia Ann Nelson, 1995's vale
dictorian, holds a nursing degree and
1994's Tina Mane Pelletier was a busi
ness major.
Data suggest there will always be
variability in grading Tom Skaggs, di
rector of institutional studies at UMaine,
calls it an issue of "academic freedom
and faculty independence
"They're locked into the university
system on how they're going to record
it, from E through A," he says "The man
ner in which they get there is their own
perogative. No matter the variability
across colleges in the university, each can
justify the way they're doing it "
Like Dean Cobb, some faculty feel
grades are overemphasized, while oth
ers remain convinced of their value
Jim Breece, associate professor of
economics and associate dean of the Col
lege of Social and Behavioral Sciences,
says, "Grades have to be there. They
have to be meaningful and they are im
portant in my mind I'm told I'm hard
but very fair I treat students as adults .
They appreciate that "
Breece says he does keep curves
"It's very hard to design an exam that's
perfect It could be that an exam was
harder than it should've been The curve
helps to correct that "
Eric Landis, an assistant professor
of engineering, explains, "I would say
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that my own grading policy is that the
student has to work pretty hard to get
an A But, they also have to work pretty
hard to fail If students put in an honest
effort and turn in homework and labs,
then they will likely pass even if they do
poorly on the exams "
Says John Sherblom, associate pro
fessor of communication and journalism,
"I try to grade as fairly and rigorously
as possible The mam faculty responsi
bility is educating students, not grading
students. I am more concerned with stu
dents learning Grading is the process by
which I try, as best I can, to measure and
evaluate that learning "
When John Alexander, dean of the
College of Engineering, teaches an intro
ductory civil engineering course, he
knows how demanding engineering can
be, especially for first-year students He
goes the extra mile to keep students on
track by sending them to the writing lab
and seminars on howr to study, and even
follows up by calling students at home
Alexander says that in some engi
neering schools, faculty are proud of the
w'eeding-out process In his first-year
introductory class ot 60 to 80 students,
there could be a dozen who drop the
course or fail "But believe me," he say s,
"giving E's are no fun at all "
Dr Mansue Pickering, associate
vice president for academic affairs, of
fers a broader perspective based on a
changing society Grading profiles may
be changing over time because higher
education is shifting its priorities, she
suggests
Pickering cites the growdh in the
huge diversity of today's students—ra
cially, ethnically, culturally, and econom
ically, as wrell as in regards to age and
disability'
"We've moved to a higher understanding," she asserts "How can wre pro
vide access to people for lifelong learn
ing and meet their educational goals7 It
doesn't mean lowering standards You
look at the nontraditional 50-year-old
student His or her educational goals are
very different from the goals ot a student
at the age of 18
"The issue of grades is not the most
important question to me More impor
tantly, 'How do we help them meet edu
cational goals and have access to higher
education7'"

In the
Penalty
Box
UMaine moves to put its
compliance system back

on course. But are its
self-imposed penalties
enough to satisfy the

NCAA and a polarized
public?
By Jim Frick
n April 1993, the University of NCAA Tournament
By taking quick and decisive action,
Maine hockey program seemed
to be sitting on top of the world. the UMaine president was hoping to
A near perfect season, coupled ward otf further penalties by the NCAA
with a dramatic, come-from-behind vic As might be expected, the universi
tory in the national championship game ty's investigation and resulting actions
brought the team accolades and recog stirred up considerable media attention
nition from all quarters It filled the uni and controversy in Maine and beyond
versity and the people of the state with
Editorial after editorial chastised the
tremendous pride. And it catapulted university for being lax in its enforce
Black Bear coach Shawn Walsh to hero ment efforts and many criticized Hutch
status
inson for not simply firing Walsh. An
Then, as so often happens, problems outpouring of "Letters to the Editor"
followed success In less than a year, the seemed to indicate that public opinion
program was under fire.
was split down the middle—those who
In December 1995, the program hit thought the UMaine coach got a raw deal
its lowest point An internal investiga and those who felt he got off easy.
tion of university compliance with
As the information sinks in, and
NCAA rules ordered by UMaine Presi more opinions are expressed, several lin
dent Frederick Hutchinson '53 and con gering questions remain on people's
ducted by the Kansas law firm of Bond, minds. Let's take them one at a time
Schoeneck & King, revealed 40 viola
tions, 27 of which stemmed from the ice Should the university have fired
hockey program.
Shawn Walsh?
As a result, Hutchinson suspended
Walsh without pay for one year, with
When Fred Hutchinson arrived at
drew three athletic scholarships over the his decision regarding Walsh, he was
next two seasons, and banned the ice well aware that it would be controver
hockey team from competing in the 1996 sial
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"I anticipated that there would be
ramifications," he says "Let's face it,
Shawn's personality and the manner in
which he has been viewed by people
over a long period of time is all part of
this—there was already some polariza
tion over Shawn before this happened."
Hutchinson's decision to suspend
the coach for a year was heavily influ
enced by a recommendation from ath
letic director Suzanne Tyler, based, he
says, on her experience with compliance
problems at the University of Maryland
"We looked at the seriousness of
what he had done in relation to what is
fair to an employee of this institution,"
Hutchinson says. "Obviously, we consid
ered termination. But a year's suspen
sion without pay is a severe penalty. He
is discredited by this action. It was not a
casual decision."
Hutchinson believes that many of
the violations that occurred were not di
rectly Walsh's fault—he was given poor
advice about NCAA regulations.
But other violations were directly
Walsh's responsibility, Hutchinson says.
Of those, three were particularly serious.
"First there was the Jeff Tory issue,"
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he explains "Shawn did not tell us about
academics had very little interaction, and
the judgement of the NCAA in that case
a fairly classic 'academics versus athlet
The NCAA had questions about his high
ics'
split had developed "
•
school record and his eligibility
Left pretty much on its own, with
"Second was the case of the recruit
just one halftime person for compliance
ment of Reg Cardinal. Reg came to visit
monitoring within the athletic depart
the campus and decided to enroll imme
ment, "the stage was set for compliance
diately and not return to his home in
problems "
Canada. The NCAA says he must return
In short, the university's compliance
home before starting school. Shawn was
system did not keep step w ith its move
aware of that rule but did not think it was
to become more competitive on the na
a serious thing.
tional scene
"The third thing is that he clearly
"It was a growing pain," Tyler says
did accept money while he was suspend
"It is a classic consequence of w hat hap
ed in '93 It wasn't illegal and his inter
pens w hen the infrastructure for compli
pretation was that it was a gift But we
ance and financial aid doesn't move in
had made it clear to him that he wasn't
tandem w ith the growth in athletics It
Athletic director Suzanne Tyler
to accept money"
w as a case of compliance not being seen
Athletic director Tyler says her de
as a univeisityw ide problem
cision to recommend a one-year suspen
"I know of very few schools that
sion was based on her experience, her
have had giowth in athletics that haven't
"Do you throw away
reading of the NCAA manual, and do
had a problem When I was at Mary land,
ing what she thought was in the best in
I think every ACC (Atlantic Coast Con
a great coach because
terest of the university
ference) school underwent an NCAA in
"In a lot of ways, it would have been
vestigation "
he made mistakes? "
easier just to fire Shawn," Ty ler admits
While Hutchinson agrees that com
"But do you throw away what he
pliance is a campuswide responsibility,
has accomplished here7 Do you throw
he is a little more hesitant to blame the
away a great coach because he made mis paying enough attention to one impor problems simply on the move toward
takes, or do you give him a second tant aspect of coaching "
more competitive athletic programs
chance7"
"I w asn't here in the 1980s w'hen the
Tyler's perception and confidence in
Tyler said her decision was also Walsh is, of course, not shared by every ice hockey program grew to national
based on the level of seriousness of the one (see Alumni Forum on page 34) but piominence," he says "It is hard tor me
violations
her seemingly good relationship with to separate whether hockey was prone
"In this case, it was the number and him should help in his successful transi to these v lolations because it w as becomdiversity of the violations rather than the tion back to the Alfond Aiena next De ing an elite program or w hether it was
seriousness of any one v lolation that was cember
simply that there w’as a coach w ho was
the problem," she says "There was no
"Time is a great healer," reflects willing to take chances "
giving money to players These viola Hutchinson "If Shawn returns he know s
Whatever the cause, Hutchinson
tions were not committed to purposeful his behavior as a coach will be closely says the university failed in its responsi
ly get an ad\ antage over other teams "
scrutinized Any further aberrant behav - bilities
Tyler says that even the more seri lor w'lll not be tolerated "
i
"Some of the individual violations,
ous charges, such as taking money from
by themselx es, may seem insignificant
boosters and obstructing the investiga- ■ How did the university get into this to some readers," he says "However,
tion, are inconclusive
mess, and how much of the problem wdien you look at them as a whole, a dif
And she seems convinced that the was a lack of institutional control?
ferent, more disturbing picture forms It
Black Bear hockey coach will return and i
is a picture of failure "
run a clean and successful program
On this question there is a much
"I read and hear things about Shawn greater level of agreement
What has the university done to change
Walsh, but that is not the person I've
In the mid-1980s, then-President the compliance system?
known since I started this job in Octo Dale Lick started putting a greater em
ber," Tyler says
I phasis on intercollegiate athletics At the
Here we have some good newrs
"The person I know is a team play same time, campuswide budget cuts left
After NCAA compliance problems
er, somebody that wants to do the right faculty members upset at the attention | began to surface in late 1993, Hutchin
thing No question he is a strong-willed, sports was receiving
son hired consultants and formed cam
very competitive person, but I don't see
"As a result," the self report result pus committees to look at the problem
someone who was intentionally violat ing from the university's investigation At the same time, Tammy Light was
ing the rules I see someone who was not states, "by the early 1990s, athletics and hired as full-time compliance officer, the
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first time UMaine had a full-time person
in that job Another important change
was the installation of NCAA compliance
software
In addition, all coaches now receive
training sessions in NCAA rules and reg
ulations And UMaine student-athletes
are now informed about all areas of aca
demic requirements of the university
and the NCAA.
But perhaps the most important
change is that NCAA compliance is now
seen as a campuswide effort The offices
of the registrar, financial aid, and admis
sions are all trained and involved in the
effort.
"We are all in it together, now," says
Tyler "When an inadvertent violation
occurs now, it is reported immediately
and there are no ramifications."

The Serious Infractions
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• Hockey coach Shawn Walsh received supplemental income from program boosters during his December 1993
suspension, which violated the terms of that suspension.
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• Walsh, his attorney, and a member of the hockey staff con
tacted individuals who were expected to be interviewed by
investigators prior to those interviews.
•

*
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• Two boosters, who are married, gave an ice hockey play
er and his girlfriend a discount on rent and provided them
with other impermissible benefits during the 1993-94 aca
demic year. The boosters and the student-athlete then tried
to hide the arrangement from university investigators.
See page 40 for guidelines on NCAA rules for alumni and friends.

Is the NCAA likely to add additional
penalties to UMaine athletics?

Hutchinson believes that the NCAA
will look very favorably on the univer
sity's current compliance system.
"They want to know if we have con
trol, and I think we now do have con
trol We have a top-notch compliance
system in place and that will make a dif
ference in their assessment They will
slap us for not having done it sooner—
and we deserve that.
"I think they will also look at the fact
that in hockey, we have a compliance
problem that is related to an individual,
and they will look to see how we have
dealt with that individual The NCAA
knows that our whole athletic program
cannot be tied to one coach's behavior "
Is Maine likely to lose its 1993 NCAA
ice hockey title because it played with
two ineligible players?
It's not a done deal, but most peo
ple in the know say it is likely. The
NCAA has almost always stripped away
titles from schools that won with ineli
gible players.
But UMaine does have something of
a special situation.
In the first case, Cal Ingraham, a
transfer from the Air Force Academy,
was shown by the registrar's office to
have enough credits to play, when in fact

he did not.
In the other case, goalie Mike Dun
ham accepted payments to cover expens
es while on the U S Olympic team. He
was assured by Olympic officials that
such payments did not violate NCAA
rules. Unfortunately, it was later discov
ered that those officials were wrong
Although a few outraged editors
from several parts of the state have called
UMaine "a cheater" and demanded that
it return the championship trophy, oth
ers hope more reasonable heads prevail
and the university is able to keep a welldeserved source of pride for the state.

Stripping teams of championships
and banning schools from participation
in tournaments brings up another
question that is on many people's
minds. Has the NCAA itself gotten a bit
out of control with its plethora of rules
and regulations? One of Maine's viola
tions, for example, involved someone
giving a student-athlete a ride to a par
ty in Bangor.

In many people's minds student
athletes are deprived of benefits other
students take for granted and are often
unfairly penalized for other's mistakes.
And isn't there some hypocrisy in
an organization that will not allow ath
letes to work to make a few extra bucks

while at the same time allowing univer
sity coaches to make $9 million deals
with Nike7
"Simply put, there is hypocrisy,"
Hutchinson admits. "And there is a
broad-based feeling that we have gotten
to a level of regulation that is maybe too
much But there are serious regulations
out there and there is a reluctance to
change the rules."
Tyler says that even though some
NCAA rules fly in the face of common
sense, she would be reluctant to see
many changes.
"The NCAA has decided to make
the rules very strict in order to discour
age any possible serious violations from
happening," she explains. Letting an ath
lete use a car once to go to practice seems
like a petty thing But without rules that
could easily become an everyday thing,
giving the athlete a valuable benefit."
Tyler also stresses that it is the non
reporting of those minor violations that
gets schools into trouble.
"If you inadvertently violate a reg
ulation and report it immediately, there
is no problem," she says. "Unfortunate
ly, Maine looked at some of these very
minor, incidental violations and didn't
think they were worth reporting. If they
had reported them right away, it would
have been no big deal. But by not report
ing them, it became a big deal."
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Alumni Speak Out on NCAA Violations

Some say he's arrogant and he thinks
he's above the rules Is he perfect7 Of
I course not But Shawn Walsh is a man
with enormous enthusiasm who works
tirelessly to promote Um\ ersity of Maine
hockey Many recognize he's a fantastic
coach, but may not know' he nev er builds
I himself up by tearing others down His
positive attitude is tiuly inspiring and
• knowing Shawm has made me a better
person
Coach, if you think the UM hockey
fans cheered loudly for you at the JC
Penney tournament, wait until you hear
us when you return in a yeai1

All the h\pe and sensationalism sur
rounding the recently disclosed NCAA
violations at the University of Maine
made it painstakingly clear to me that as
usual, perception and reality are two rad
ically different ideas Shaw n Walsh has
been disgraced and found guilty of a few
very serious violations This he admit
ted He attempted to influence an inves
tigation aftei written instructions from
his employer not to So did his attorney
Perception Walsh has been reduced to a
non giatis status Reality He got the
loudest standing ovation in UM history
and has been offered numerous jobs in
and out of the sport Wonder how that
feels to the many qualified unemployed
in the state who used to pay his salary7
Lack of control of the program was
a major area cited by President Fied
Hutchinson 53 as one reason for the se
vere sanctions against the program and
Coach Walsh
What about Hutchinson and his ad
ministration's lack of control over all athletics7 Maybe Hutchinson should be
sanctioned Are the UM executives'
hands clean7 I doubt it They still get
paycheckseverv month Perception UM
is spanking itself before the NCAA does
in hopes ot leniency Reality NCAA
would be well served to take into ac
count how little resources were allocat
ed by executive decision for compliance
and how little concern was showm w'hen
the wheels began to fall off more than
two years ago
The real losers are the players of to
day and for the next twrn years What did
they do7 Nothing Punish the adminis
trators, suspend salaues, force leaves of
absence, but for once, let the innocent go
on to do what they do best represent the
university as good student-athletes, and
focus on what is important at any uni
versity get an education

1 Cindy Eves-Thomas ’79

Cary Butterfield ’70

It would be hard to find
an issue that has elicited
more discussion and

opinion than UMaine's
NCAA violations and the
resulting self-imposed

sanctions and penalties.

Here's just a sampling of
UMaine alumni views.
It was disturbing to watch the Univeisity of Maine's athletic director, Suzanne
Tyler, crying over the loss ot Shaun
Walsh from the hockey program for one
year Walsh had been found to have ei
ther directly or indirectly committed
more than 20 NCAA violations, includ
ing accepting money from outside sourc
es, and contacting witnesses concerning
their testimony about the violations
Instead of crying, she should be re
joicing that this unsavory character is
gone, and she should make every effort
to keep him gone.
Please bring back the days when the
coaches were honest, and more impor
tantly the student-athletes were really
students first and not professional hock
ey players from Canada.
The greatest athletic achievements
of the university have always been ac
complished by the student-athletes of the
1965 Tangerine Bowl football team or the
many great baseball teams. These teams
not only generated championships and
pride by all citizens of this state, but also
provided an example that not all things
must be generated by the money of a
handful of rich "boosters," or too-good-
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to-be-true coaches
In these times of fiscal restiaint, the
university must take a long, hard look
at w hat it is really accomplishing by try
ing to become a national athletic power,
instead of the fine and ethical univeisity
it was in the pre-Walsh era
Geoffrey P. Goodwin *71

After reading some of the worst criticism
I have ever heard leveled at the Univer
sity of Maine and its athletic department,
I feel that something should be said
about getting out of this mess. Many
Maine citizens
now feel that the univerI
sity's prestige has fallen about as far as
it is possible to go. The university has
always been underfunded by the Legis
lature One of the unfortunate results of
the lack of funding is that the athletic
department has allowed itself to be tak
en over by a couple of athletic boosters
in order to provide the scholarships for
their programs The problem with that
kind of arrangement is that the programs
then become beholden to the boosters.
As one of the boosters said recently, "If I
had a big booster, I'd think I owed it to
them Just to explain things." I think the
booster made it pretty clear, if you want
their support you will have to answer to
them if things do not go the way they
would like them to.
Paul Hanson ’56

Merry Christmas to Coach Shawn Walsh
and the Maine hockey team! For gifts this
year the coach gets suspended and the
team gets no NCAA tournament appear
ance The University of Maine adminis
tration, especially its humbug president
and sobbing athletic director, have now
assumed new roles as judge, jury, and
executioner before a final action by the
NCAA is even recommended.
While it appears serious errors have
occurred and some penalties will be ap
propriate, it seems that the punishment
imposed is much too harsh. Walsh has
accepted full responsibility for his pro
gram and the severe punishment inflict
ed. This is something he should do and
did do. In doing so, however, I suspect
he is also footing the blame for past ad
ministrative incompetence in the athlet
ic department as it relates to recruitment,
eligibility, and academic issues, some of
which are beyond the scope of a coach's

responsibilities.
I have never had the opportunity to
meet Walsh or see his teams play in per
son, but I have watched them on televi
sion and followed them in the papers
over the years. Maine hockey has
brought significant national prominence
to the university. It has also made me
proud to be a University of Maine alum
nus in an era when little else at the cam
pus has impressed me. Its dedication to
quality, teamwork, and excellence have
earned my respect and admiration. Its
national championship, still the only one
ever achieved by a UMaine team in any
sport, was an outstanding accomplish
ment.
Thank you, coach, for all you have
done. You will be missed.
Eugene Conlogue *72

How many universities in the United
States have penalized themselves in ad
vance of the NCAA?
How many administrators have rec
ognized failures within their systems
and not settled for a human scapegoat?
Firing Shawn Walsh would have
been the expedient thing to do; some
thing that cynical newspaper columnists
can easily understand.
Suspending Walsh without pay for
a year is a severe sanction that forces the
coach to either quit on his own or come
back and prove that he deserves to lead
young athletes.

Steven W. Hewins ’77

Shawn Walsh has disgraced himself and
his family, the University of Maine, and
the entire state. There should never be
any thought of allowing him to return
to coach after his year-long suspension
The only real question is how much more
this fiasco will cost the hard-working tax
payers of Maine.

It was inevitable. That is the shame and
the most disconcerting aspect of the Uni
versity of Maine's findings and actions
against the hockey program.
Coach Shawn Walsh was driven to
win, but it was a drive that forgot the
boundaries. Now all associated with the
program must pay a final price yet to be
determined.
Walsh is as good a hockey coach as
there is in running a team on and off the
ice. But his ego got away from him and
he headed down that road of superiori
ty, banging others' nerves and weaving
over lines that apply even to him.
The university's hope is that its self
imposed sanctions will avert even harsh
er sanctions by the NCAA. Maybe. There
is one more act, a selfless act that can
occur Shawn Walsh should not return.
It breaks my heart to say this. Maine
hockey is a piece of my soul. Shawn is a
winner and has brought untold acco
lades to the program, the university and
himself. The proven and undenied vio
lations for which he was responsible,
coupled with the negative reputation for
his flirting with the rules, has become a
weight the university and its hockey pro
gram should not have to bear.
There are times when parting, no
matter how great the pain, is appropri
ate. It is time.
Gary Thorne ’70
(Gary Thorne is the former radio voice
of the Maine hockey program who is
now a broadcaster for ESPN. The above
are excerpts from a column in the Bang
or Daily News.)

What do you think?
How do you think the university
handled its NCAA violations?

Was the suspension of Shawn
Walsh the proper action to take?
Write us at: Alumni Publications, P.O.
Box 550, Orono, ME 04473-0550 or
E-mail: manion@pluto.caps.maine.edu

Albert L. Buswell ’60
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ALUMNI NEWSMAKERS
Katie Bauer '92 receives
Presidential Award for
Excellence

i the only field hockey player selected in
I the nation The winners were chosen
from a field of 392 entries
Stinchcomb, now the current Black
Bear assistant field hockey coach, was a
four-year letterwinner She graduated
I
with a major in psychology Twice named
atie Bauer '92, a fifth-grade teacher
American Field Hockey Coaches Asso■F
at Rockport Elementary School, has
ciation Academic All-American and a
been named one of 216 recipients nation
four-time member of the North Atlantic
wide of the 1995 Presidential Award for
Conference Academic Honor Roll,
Excellence in Science and Mathematics
Stinchcomb was a member of the 1994
GVlfTX •
\
Teaching
UMaine ECAC championship team and
The distinction, bestowed by the
also competed on the squad that ap
National Science Foundation and the
peared in the NAC tournament for the
National Science Teachers Association, is
first time in 1993 Last summer she w as
the nation's highest award for science
chosen to receive an NCAA Postgradu
and math teachers from kindergarten
ate Scholarship She joins former basket
through grade 12 It brings Rockport El
ball players Rachel Bouchard 91 and
ementary School a $7,500 National Sci
Jennifer Stinchcomb '95
Dean Smith ’89 and former ice hockey
ence Federation grant for science pro
player Scott King 90 as the only other
grams under Bauer's direction.
UMaine student-athlete to win that
Bauer, who has been awarded $750 gins "She is involved in training other award
herself by the Maine Department of Ed teachers at workshops here and on the
ucation in honor of her achievement, will state level, and she is a member of the
travel to Washington, D C, in May for SAD 28 science rev lew committee, w here Dianne Tilton ’81
five days of meetings, during which she she contributes mightily"
Bauer's classroom is "an exciting honored as "Developer
will receive her award.
She is excited by her honor, but a lit place to be " Higgins added, "because of the Year"
tle embarrassed too "There are a lot of I there's such a lot of student in\ olvement
%
in learning."
other people doing interesting things,
Bauer says she encourages her stu
but I'm really, really pleased to have the dents to experiment, to play, adding, "I
he Finance Authority of Maine se
recognition."
lected Dianne Tilton ’81 to receiv e its
want to make science look like fun, be
"Developer of the Year" award for 1995
Bauer has been teaching for 10 years, cause it is fun."
(Story courtesy of the Com tei -Ga Tilton was nominated for the awrard bv
and the process that made her a presi
Jill Goldthw’aite, Maine's sole indepen
dential standout also gave her a chance zette )
dent senator Her nomination was en
to assess her career to date
dorsed by Eastern Maine Development
After she was nominated in Febru
I Corporation
ary, Bauer had to fill out a lengthy appli Jennifer Stinchcomb ’95
According to the Finance Authority
cation that mcluded not only an in-depth
chosen NCAA Woman of of Maine,
Tilton brings a fresh perspec
profile of her classroom, but also a rig
tive to economic development a per
orous test of her own knowledge of her the Year from Maine
spective emphasizing process as much
field, her grasp of global education, doc
as product She has worked to bring to
umentation of her leadership roles, and
gether the people and resources of Wash
references from colleagues and admin
ormer University of Maine field ington County in innovative and creative
istrators
hockey player Jennifer Stinchcomb wavs
"This is certainly a prestigious hon
’95 was selected as one of 52 state-level
Central to her efforts has been her
or and a well-deserved one," said Rock
port Elementary School principal Marv winners of the NCAA's Woman of the ability to break down organizational and
in Higgins
Year Award for 1995 The award honors institutional barriers and understand
Bauer has brought leadership to the outstandmg female student-athletes who that any economic development effort
school in the areas of technology, com excelled in academics, athletics, and for Washington County must be one that
puters, and science, according to Hig- community leadership. Stinchcomb was enhances the people and natural resourc
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es that already exist there.
Tilton has 13 years of experience
working with businesses individually
and cooperatively, including seven years
of working with business development.
She has been with the Sunrise County
Economic Council since January of 1993.
Prior to working for the Sunrise County
Economic Council, she was the executive
director of the Machias Bay Area Cham
ber of Commerce

Dr. Clifford Rosen '71
working on treatment
for osteoporosis
r. Clifford Rosen 71 is working to
find a new treatment for osteoporo
sis Rosen is currently participating in an
international study of a possible new
Dr. Clifford Rosen *71 at his St. Joseph's Hospital office in Bangor.
treatment for this common and poten
tially disabling bone disease.
More then 20 million Americans
have osteoporosis, which causes bones regulates the use of calcium and phos
Jayne Greer Hurley '79
to weaken with age It's a silent disease, phorus in the body.
receives national
according to Rosen, director of the Maine
"We all have it," says Rosen. "For
Center for Osteoporosis Research and years, we thought it (PTH) took calcium
writing award
Education, which is affiliated with St. out of the blood. We've recently found
Joseph Healthcare in Bangor, Maine.
that, given periodically in an injection,
Bone density increases for the first it will increase bone density."
utritionist/writer Jayne Greer Hur
18 to 22 years of life. Then it remains rel
Initial trials on humans suggested
ley 79 was honored recently with
atively constant until middle age.
the hormone had no serious side effects. the William Harvey Award for excellence
"At age 35 or 40, we begin to lose Rosen and about 20 other researchers in in writing on health issues. Specifically,
bone. The greater your peak bone mass the United States and Canada are now the award recognized Hurley's January
(when you are younger), the less likely in the second phase of testing the hor 1994 series, "Cuisine Studiespublished
you'll be to fracture," Rosen says.
mone About 200 patients will be given in the Nutrition Action Healthletter.
Although bone density is easily PTH, and its safety and effectiveness in
The William Harvey Awards are
measurable and doctors can prescribe restoring bone mass will be studied.
sponsored by the American Medical
several drugs to prevent further bone
"This is the first U.S. study of this Writers Association; the National Heart,
loss if a decrease is discovered, often os drug," said Rosen. "The Food and Drug Lung and Blood Institute of the Nation
teoporosis isn't discovered until bones Administration is looking over our al Institute of Health; and Bristol Myers
have been seriously weakened.
shoulder very closely on this."
Squibb Company, with the purpose of
"We've needed something that peo
Rosen says about 10 patients are in promoting greater public awareness of
ple could take to build bone mass before volved in the study in Bangor, but he'd high-blood pressure and cholesterol
going onto another drug," he says.
like to have a few more. Volunteers problems.
A Canadian researcher might have should be women aged 50 to 70, at least
Hurley works at the Center for Sci
found that "something" in a substance five years after menopause, with low ence in the Public Interest in Washing
called parathyroid hormone (PTH), bone density.
ton, D.C., which publishes Nutrition Ac
which humans produce naturally. PTH
(Courtesy of Bangor Daily News.)
tion Healthletter.
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ALUMNI BOOKSHELF
shore Trolley Museum in Kennebunk from these poems with a keen springlike
port, where you can still take a ride on optimism which has been earned
car 838, he shot in black and white film, through the experience of suffering and
toned the prints brown, and finally hand- | grace "
Booth's poetry is marked by the
tinted them with oils, in the same way
truth
and detail in ex ervday life, the im
color photographs were made in the trol
ley car days. The book is appropriate for mediacy of person and place Yet his
images disclose intuitions that connect
ages 3 and up
(Review courtesy of Yoik County the reader with an ecological insight
The book features fine pen and ink Coast Stat.)
illustrations by' Elisa Friel-Mosenteen
Booth graduated from UMaine with
Grandfather's Trolley
a degree in animal husbandry and is a
Bruce McMillan '69
graduate of Hartford Theological Semi
The Mountains are Waiting
Candlewick Press
nary He is a licensed Maine Guide This
William R Booth '41
1995
is Booth's second volume of poetry, Ho
Horizon Printing
rizon Printing published Spaikles and
! 1995
Grandfather's Trolley, a new picture book
Other Poeiti'y in 1993
by Bruce McMillan '69, takes readers
In The Mountains
back to the trolley car days of the early
aie Waiting, Will
1900s as a little girl hops aboard a trol
iam Booth '41 ex
ley car motored by her grandfather She
amines human at Murder on Mount Desert
feels the breeze and sways with the trol
titudes toward David Rawson 88
ley as it rolls along. But the best is yet to
the environment Down East Books
come She will help her grandfather and,
1995
through poetry
together, they will motor the trolley car
Poems are gath
home
In Minder on
ered in groups,
With hand-tinted photographs, Mc
Mount Deseit,
beginning with
Millan, a popular photo-illustrator, cre
the most excit
thoughts about
ates an evocative record of a time long
ing thing Coun
connectedness,
ago—and captures the tender rapport
ty Sheriff's De
followed by pain
that has existed between children and
partment pa
and healing (dy sfunctional connections),
grandparents throughout time
trolman Jimmy
and a short collection of several topics—
McMillan dedicated Grandfather's
Hoitt has e\ er
all parts of the human scene (from silenc
Ttolley to "my grandfather, who drove a
done in his
es to memory and hope)
trolley car in Boston from 1883 until
short law en
Then, in "Beyond Love" Booth's
1927 "
forcement ca
poems reflect his conviction that the
McMillan, of Shapleigh, Maine, was
reer is w'rite a
meaning of love is found in what it may
raised in Maine and graduated from the
lead to A final section, "Tunings," is speeding ticket But w'hen the young
University of Maine with a degree in bi
about listening and utilizing one's capa iI Mount Desert Island native is called to
ology He teaches a course, Writing, Il
bilities while honoring those of others, the scene of a mysterious hit-and-run
lustrating and Publishing Children's
knowing when to give way and when to murder one night, he is soon caught up
Books, at both the University of South
in an investigation far more complex and
hold firm.
ern Maine and the University of New
"Their calm meditative strength and dangerous than anything he's ever been
Hampshire
rightness of form stem from a deep, life involved in before So begins the fast
He is the author and photographer
long involvement in both the human and moving plot of this exciting new mys
of more than 30 books for children, and
the natural world," says poet and nov tery sustained by high-speed chases, a
his photographic work has also appeared
elist William Carpenter of Booth's po relentless sniper, and terrifying moments
in exhibits throughout the country as
ems. "Most of all I admire how Bill has on Cadillac Mountain
well as in magazines such as Life, People,
In this first novel by Maine's David
tuned his own spirit to the turning sea
and Natural History
Raw'son
’88, the action never stops as
sons, weaving the human body into the
To create these photographs, which
Hoitt
discovers
that the "accident" vic
natural cycles so we are seen truly as part
he shot on location in 1992 at the Sea
of the whole The reader comes away tim, a participant in the Federal Witness
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Protection Program, was just one player
in a high-stakes cocaine smuggling op
eration that must involve other seeming
ly respectable citizens of Eagle Harbor
Someone wanted the dead man out of
the way—someone whom Hoitt has
probably known all his life
Rawson's highly entertaining mys
tery has as many twists and turns as the
back roads of Mount Desert Island, and
anyone who has visited coastal Maine
will enjoy the vivid local color and char
acters But even quaint and friendly
Maine villages can harbor secrets As the
author points out, "I grew up in a place
like Eagle Harbor, so 1 know how
shocked and betrayed the villagers
would be to discover that something evil
shared the town with them."
Rawson, a resident of Scarborough,
Maine, teaches math and physics at Wells
High School, having previously worked
as a graphic artist and a planetarium lec
turer. He enjoys writing, sailing, photog
raphy, hiking, and canoeing, and is in
volved in community theater groups as
both actor and director

Observations from the Stern
Dale Wheaton 71
Timberdoodle Books, 1995
Observations from
the Stern is not the
kind of book writ
ten by your aver
age economist; it is
a lot more read
able
Dale Whea
ton 71, who
taught economics
at UMaine in the
"off-season" for 14
years, has written
an entertaining book about his experi
ences as a fishing guide Wheaton, with
his wife Jana, runs Wheaton's Lodge, a
sporting camp in Forest City on East
Grand Lake, Maine, close to the New
Brunswick border.
I

In his book, Wheaton recites some
comical adventures with less than lov
able clients. His humor is consistently
understated Describing a monumental
struggle between a fisherman and his
prey that occurred in 1987 on East Grand
Lake, a battle that drew fishermen from
all over the lake as spectators, one of
them with a videocamera, he writes, "Fi
nally, as the angler's wrists were about
to concede, the quarry surrendered to the
rod. It turned out to be a rock, some 10
inches in diameter and about 12 pounds
in weight, tenaciously hooked on Mark's
spoon Once netted, the rock made not
so much as a quiver and lay on the bot
tom of the boat exhausted. The other
boats vanished "
(Taken from a review by John R
Wiggins in the The Ellsworth American.)

Patrol Bombing Squadron 208
Walter Parker Schurman Jr. *52
Horizon Printing
1995

Walter Parker
Schurman Jr '52,
Patrol
a Mount Desert
i
Bombing
Island summer
Squadron
resident,
has
208
written a detailed
account of his ser
vice as a radio
man with a U.S.
Navy
patrol
bombing squad
ron of Martin
Mariners, military seaplanes utilized
during World War II
Patrol Bombing Squadron 208 covers
seven years, from December 1942 to De
cember 1949, including the Okinawa
campaign and the Japanese surrender in
Tokyo Bay in September 1945. Schurman
served as a flight radioman from 1942 to
1945.
Schurman, who pursued a career in
journalism and education, lives with his
wife Jean at their home in Hutchinson
Island, Florida.

The Nitty Gritty Basketball Series
Sidney Goldstein '85G
Golden Aura Publishing
1994
When
Sidney
Goldstein '85G
was
assistant
women's basket
ball coach at West
Philadelphia
High School, he
couldn't
find
enough material
on fundamentals.
He read books,
attended clinics, and talked to other
coaches. Over a seven-year period he
planned practices, developed better
methods to teach basic skills, and accu
mulated lots of information.
The result? The Nitty Gritty Basket
ball Series, a nine-book set entirely fo
cused on the teaching of fundamental
skills to all players of all abilities. The
flagship volume is The Basketball Coach's
Bible, a 350-page work laden with infor
mation describing each fundamental,
how to plan and teach at practices, and
more than 200 lessons in 19 sections.
There are more than 400 diagrams and
illustrations, and 23 pages of appendi
ces.
The other heavyweight in this series
is the 270-page The Basketball Player's Bi
ble. In addition, Goldstein has compiled
smaller guides that tune in on specific
skills such as shooting; scoring; drib
bling; defense; passing, cutting and
catching; and practice planning.
Louisiana State basketball coach
Dale Brown supplied the foreword in The
Coach's Bible and in that says, "Nowhere
else will you find a book that takes the
basic skills of basketball as its end point,
not its beginning."

Written a book7

Send us a copy for our Bookshelf.
Send to Alumni Publications, Crossland

Alumni Center, Orono, ME 04473.
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NCAA RULES AND REGULATIONS GUIDE
FOR UMAINE ALUMNI AND FRIENDS
he NCAA has explicit guidelines Questions You Should Ask
for what representatives of ath Q. Is it permissible for athletics represen
letics interest, "traditionally tatives or boosters to have any contact
known as boosters," can and cannotwith
do prospectixe student-athletes7
The following information will assistAyou
The only contacts a booster may have
with any questions you may have re are.
garding the recruitment of prospective *If a booster is discussing summer em
student-athletes and contact with cur ployment opportunities with the prosrently enrolled student-athletes
pect (after he or she has signed the Na
If you have any questions, contact tional Letter of Intent)
the Compliance Officer, Department of *If an established relationship between
Athletics, Memorial Gym, Um\ ersity ot a booster and the prospect already ex
Mame, Orono, ME 04469 (207) 581-1537
ists The boostei may continue to enjoy
friendly relationships with family,
If you know of a young peison with friends, and neighbois He/she may not,
athletic ability who might want to attend however, take advantage of these rela
UMaine, do not contact him or her di tionships for recruitment pui poses
rectly Instead, notify the appropriate * If unavoidable incidental contact occuis
coaching staff member
w’hich involves only normal civility
Q May a booster aid the UMaine ieciuitProspective Student-Athlete
mg/coaching staff by observing or evalRules to Remember
uating high school prospects7
1. Only coaches and umx ersity staff
A A booster may view a prospect's game
members can be mvolx ed in the recruit on his or her own initiative as long as
ing process All boosters, alumni, friends, he/she does not contact the prospect on
and other "rep resen tatix es of athletics in such occasions A booster may not con
terest" who are not employed by the uni tact a prospect's coach, principal, or
versity are prohibited from making con counselor in an attempt to evaluate the
tact (in person, by phone, by fax, or by prospect nor may he/she visit the pros
letter) with a prospective student-athlete pect's school to pick up game films or
or his or her family for the purpose of transcripts
encouraging participation in the Univer Q What should a booster do if he or she
sity of Maine athletics program An has contact with a prospect or group of
alumnus may be called by a prospect to prospects at a UMaine athletics event7
discuss the university generally, but not A Once again, the NCAA understands
to talk about the athletics department
that unavoidable incidental contacts may
2. An impermissible contact, even if un occur As long as
intentional, could subject UMaine to *The contact is not prearranged
penalties imposed by the NCAA Pros *No attempt at recruitment is made
pects could lose eligibility for attendance *Only normal civility takes place
at UMaine because of a recruiting viola (If the above are adhered to, the booster
tion by a booster
will not be held responsible for making
3 A prospective student-athlete remains a recruitment contact)
a prospect even after he or she has signed Q. May a prospect call a booster7
a National Letter of Intent or financial A Yes A booster may have a telephone
aid lender to attend the University of conversation with a prospect only if the
Maine The prospect does not lose pros prospect initiates the call The telephone
pect status until the start of classes at the call may not be prearranged by an insti
university or until the beginning of offi tutional staff member and the discussion
cial team practice prior to the start of should be limited to the university in
classes
general. All athletically-related questions

T
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must be refeired to the athletic depart
ment
Enrolled Student-Athlete Definitions
You Must Know
An enrolled student-athlete is a student
who piesently is participating in athlet
ics oi has completed his or her eligibili
ty but is still enrolled at the institution
\n extra benefit is any special gift
or arrangement provided to an enrolled
student-athlete or a student-athlete's rel
ative oi friend w hich is not available to
the general student body of that institu
tion Extia benefit legislation also may
apply to gifts or arrangements (other
than legitimate jobs) subsequent to the
student-athlete's graduation
%

Rules to Remember
1 Repiesentatives of athletics interest
cannot provide an "extra benefit" or spe
cial ai rangements to an enrolled student
athlete that is not available to all other
students at the university
2 If a student-athlete accepts any bene
fit based on his oi her athletic ability, that
athlete will lose all eligibility foi inter
collegiate athletic participation It the
student-athlete has completed eligibili
ty, the institution is still responsible and
may receive penalties applied to the
sport program Additionally, the boost
er or representative involved would be
forced to disassociate from the universi
ty's athletics program

Questions You Should Ask
Q What are some examples of "extra
benefits" to enrolled student-athletes
that are prohibited by the NCAA7
A "Extra benefits" include
*Arranging, prox iding, or co-sigmng a
loan
*Prov iding transportation or use of a
vehicle (check for home-meal exception)
*Providing a ticket to any athletic, insti
tutional, or community event
*Providing the patents, family, or friends
of a student-athlete with free admission
to a UMaine or booster club recognition
J

banquet.
^Providing typing services or covering
the related expenses for course-related
papers or projects.
^Arranging or providing any special dis' count, credits, or special payment ar
rangements on any purchase or service.
*Giving any type of gift, gift-in-kind, or
money
Are On-Campus Groups Also
Considered Boosters?
Are parents or enrolled student-athletes
and the on-campus groups considered
"representatives of athletics interest?"
Parents of enrolled student-athletes
are considered representatives of athlet
ics interest. Therefore they may not be
involved in the recruiting process on- or
off-campus. If parents of a prospect
should contact you with questions about
your son's or daughter's experience at
UMaine, you should direct the questions
to the university. If you are a University
of Maine alumnus, you may discuss your
educational experiences at UMaine, but
you may not discuss athletics.

Faculty and staff members are not
permitted to recruit off-campus. They
may have on-campus contact with pros
pects in all sports. Faculty and staff mem
bers may not telephone a prospect until
the summer following his or her junior
year. In most instances, a prospect may
receive only one call per week from an
institutional staff member (faculty mem
bers, athletics department staff members,
or administrators) regardless of who
makes the call. All staff members may
write to prospects. Athletics and recre
ation department staff members may
make contact with a prospect on-cam
pus. Only those coaches certified to re
cruit may contact prospects off-campus.
All UMaine athletics department staff
members may write to prospects.

Enrolled Students
Enrolled Students:
*May not make or participate in tele
phone calls to prospects at the direction
of a coaching staff member or calls fi
nanced by the University of Maine or a

BODWELL
MOTORS

representative of athletics interest.
*May receive telephone calls made at the
expense of the prospect subsequent to
July 1 following the completion of the
prospect's junior year in high school.
*May have written correspondence with
prospects.
Student-athletes are, of course, per
mitted to serve as student hosts for a
prospect's official visit.

Key Rule
NCAA Bylaw 13.01.5.1
In Division I, representatives of an insti
tution's interests are prohibited from
making in-person, on- or off-campus re
cruiting contacts, or written or telephon
ic communications with a prospect or the
prospect's relatives or legal guardians.
Once A Booster ..always a booster.
According to the NCAA, once an indi
vidual has been identified as an "athlet
ics representative," he or she retains this
identity forever, even if that person no
longer contributes to the athletics pro
gram.

Muskie. Longley.
McKernan.

Ford - Lincoln - Mercury
Chrysler - Plymouth - Dodge

GOOD GOVERNORS. GREAT BURGERS.

169 Pleasant Street
Brunswick, ME 04011
207-729-3375

t all started with the Governor Muskie Burger: Maine elects
a new governor, Governor's Restaurant elects a new burger.
That's why tradition calls for the Governor King Burger: an
independent-tasting, nonpartisan coalition of fresh bacon
strips with bleu cheese dressing. A burger that stands alone.

I

Bath
207-443-5533

Good Luck Black Bears!
Bill Bodwell '50

Governor's Restaurant
Stillwater Avenue, Stillwater • 643 Broadway, Bangor
Westbrook Plaza, Westbrook • 356 Main Street, Waterville
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Prague Chamber Orchestra
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Their program will include Rossini’s Overture to Tancredi, Mozart’s
Piano Concerto No. 17 in G Major, K 453, Britten’s Simple
Symphony, Op. 4 and Mozart’s Symphony No. 35 in D Major, K.
385 (Haffner).
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Friday, March 1 at 8 pm $20/$ 18

Oakland Ballet

Romeo and Juliet
This large scale production utilizes music by Prokofiev. Pursuing an artistic course that emphasizes what is unique,
innovative, and historically significant, Oakland Ballet has set standards of excellence and daring. This new pro
duction is elegantly simple and deeply human with scenes that melt away into the
next as fluidly as film dissolves. - The Oakland Tribune

Friday, March 22 at 8 pm $19/$ 17

Evelyn Glennie
Percussionist
Evelyn Glennie has swiftly established her world-class reputation as a leading solo
percussionist. She is one of today’s brightest young stars on any instrument; never
mind that the performer happens to be deafl As you see her play John Psathas’
Rhythm Spike or Eve de Castro-Robinson’s Four Marimbulations, you won’t be
able to suppress the urge to tap along with her!
1

Friday, March 29 at 8 pm $12/$ 10
Outreach support provided by The Patrons of the Arts

Maine Center
for THE
Arts
The University of Maine is the state’s center of learning,
discovery and service to the public

For Tickets Call (207) 581-1755 or 800-MCA-TIXX
TDD/TTY Service available through 581-1888
Box Office Hours: Monday-Friday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and 1 & 72 hours before each performance
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